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Abstract

An explosion of both theoretical and experimental research into structurally disor-

dered materials in the late 1970s has greatly increased our understanding of these complex

systems. A number of facets of the conduction processes remain unexplained, however,

particularly in the area of non-simple metals. Multilayers of disordered tantalum and

amorphous gerrnanium with individual layer thicknesses of between 4 & lz}Aand 13 &
z}Alrespectively have been prepared by vapour deposition and the in-plane resistance

measured from 1.5 to 300K. Results for samples with germanium layers of sufficient
thickness to prevent tunnelling benreen the conducting tantalum layers can be interpreted

in temrs of conduction in the tantalum layers alone. In these samples the behaviour of the

resistance as a function of temperature and the tantalum layer thickness can be explained

in terms of the interplay between quantum interference effects and disorder enhanced

electron-el@tron interaction effects. At high temperatures the negative temperature coef-

ficient of resistance arises from the destruction of coherent interference in the back-

scattered direction by phonons. From the data, the elecuon-phonon scattering rate is
found to be comparable in magnitude to that expected for scattering in either the "clean" or
"dirty" limits while the temperature dependence of the scattering rate lies between that

expected for each of these limits. At lower temperatures a turn over to a positive
temperature coefficient of resistance is seen as spin-orbit scattering and superconducting

fluctuations become important. At still lower temperatures the resistance is dominated by
elecuon-electron interaction effects and we have observed a transition from three-

dimensional to two-dimensional behaviour as the tantalum layer thickness is reduced.

Evidence for the onset of superconductivity is seen for samples with a low temperature
sheet resistance of less than 3000Q1o.. We have also investigated samples with thin
germanium layers (<404) in which coupling between the layers causes an increase in the
superconducting transition temperature. We present some preliminary measurements

which suggest that the transition from isolated to coupled tantalum layers, as the
germanium layer thickness is reduced, can be followed in the form of rhe flucruarion
conductivity.
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Chapter One

Introduction

The last hundred years has seen the development of a very powerful and unified

theory of crystalline solids. The area of disordered solids however, has suffered

comparative neglect owing to the complications which arise from the absence of lattice

periodicity. With the publication of the scaling theory of localisation by Abrahams et al.

n 1979 there was a surge of interest in conduction processes in disordered metals. Early

theoretical work predicted that electron conduction would depend critically on the

dimensionality of the system as well as on the resistance and the rate at which electrons

suffer inelastic collisions. More recently, the theories have been refined to include the

effects of spin-orbit and magnetic impurity scattering, while theories describing disorder

enhanced electon-electon interaction have developed in parallel. The explicit predictions

for the behaviour of the resistance as a function of both temperature and magnetic field

provided by these theories have been investigated largely in experiments on amorphous

two-dimensional thin films and three-dimensional bulk alloys. Although the results have

generally been in good agreement with the theory some important points remain

unresolved. The mechanism by which elertrons are inelastically scattered, and the

dependence of the scattering rate on temperature in different temperature regimes, is a
particular puzde. So too is the precise origin and magnitude of spin-orbit scattering.

Against this background we present the results of a study of elecfron conduction in
disordered Ta, fabricated in the form of vapou dcposited tantalum/germanium (TalGe)

multilayers. We have chosen to study disordered Ta, both for its intrinsic inlerest, as

well as from fabrication considerations. Efforts to understand transport in disordered

metals have tended to focus on simple metals rather than the more complicated transition

metals. Now that the behaviour of simple disordered metals is relatively well understood,

it seems a propitious moment to embark on a study of a more complicated metal such as

Ta. Furthermore, spin-orbit scattering can be investigated in this system since Ta is
expected to be a strong spin-orbit scatterer owing to its high atomic number. One

problem that has hampered the study of pure disordered metals at high temperatues is the

need to prepare and maintain the samples at low temperatures to prevent crystallisation.

In line with the results of Nestell et al., 1982, who found that thin films of vapour
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deposited Ta remained amorphous unt'rl -400K, we find no evidence of crystallisation up

to the highest temperatures measured in this study (300K) and so are able to probe

elecffon conduction mechanisms over a wide range of temperatues. The initial
motivation for preparing the Ta as TalGe multilayers (that is, a stack of Ta films in

parallel, separated by insulating Ge layers) was to make samples with lower more easily

measured total resistances as well as making the samples more mechanically robust and

the Ta layers less prone to oxidation. In addition to these benefits we have found that

depositing Ta onto amoqphous Ge causes the Ta to form elecnically continuous films at

thicknesses of only a few atomic layers.l The ability to make ulrathin homogeneous

layers has the important consequence that dimensionality effects associated with the layer

thickness can be investigated across the twodimensional to three dimensional transition.

Early studies of disordered metallic systems were centred on rapidly quenched

liquid alloys made up of mixtures of tansition metals or of simple metals alloyed with

semi-metals, transition metals or rare earths.2 These alloys or "metallic glasses" have

higher resistivities than the crystalline phase with a mean free path deduced from the

resistivity using Boltzmann's equation comparable to ttre interatomic distance. While the

resistivity of some metallic glasses decreases as the temperature is lowered, (that is,

metallic behaviour) other metallic glasses show a non-metallic increase. These results

were sulrlmarised by Mooij, 1973, in what has become known as the Mooij correlation:
for disordered metals with resistivities less than -l50po.cm, the change in the resistivity

with temperature is generally metallic (that is dpldT > 0) while those with resistivities

greater than -150pQ.cm generally show non-metallic behaviour (dpld? < 0). In
addition, the Hall coefficients are almost always positive and the magnetoresistance at low

temperatures is found to be large and either positive or negative. This is in complete

conhast to nearly free electron models in which the Hall coefficients are negative and the

resistance increases only weakly in a magnetic field.

Up to 1979 all the theories put forwaxd to explain the Mooij correlation were nearly

free elecEon models based on the Boltzmann transport th*ry.3 Underlying the use of the

Boltzmann transport theory is the assumption that electrons travel along classical

trajectories between collisions. In terms of transport theory, the electron is described as a

lThat ultrathin conductive metal films can be prepared by initially depositing an underlayer of amorphous
Ge was first reported by Strongin et al., 1970.

2For a review of rapid quenching of liquid alloys see for example Treatise on Materials Science and
Technology, 1981,

3The main models are the Ziman-Faber model (Ziman, 1961, and Faber &Ziman,1965), Mott's s-d
scattering model for ransition meals (Mott" 1972) and Anderson's model involving scattering from two-
level states (Anderson etal,,1972). These 0reories and later modifications are described and compared in
reviews by Naugle,1983, and Howson & Gallagher, 1988.
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propagating spherical wave originating from a single scattering site. Provided the time

between successive collisions is long (that is the mean free path is much longer than the

wavelength of the electron) then the assumption of classical trajectories is valid.

However in the case of high resistivity metallic glasses where the mean free path

approaches the interatomic distance, and the time betrreen collisions is short, the picture

of a single scattering site must be replaced by multiple scattering sites, each a centre for a

propagating spherical wave. Because of the proximity of the scattering sites relative to

the electron wavelength, interference berween these scattered partial waves can no longer

be neglected and Boltanann transport theory in not appropriate.

In 1958, Anderson (Anderson, 1958) had shown that for sufficient disorder

electron states are localised to a small region of space so that atT = 0 electrons cannot

diffuse and the material is an insulator. In two dimensions, any finite degree of disorder

causes all elecnon states to be localised at T = 0 whereas in three dimensions, a metal-

insulator transition is predicted as the degree of disorder is increased. As the temperature

is raised, electrons are able to move via phonon-assisted hopping and the conductivity

increases. Jonson & Girvin, 1979, discussed a model to explain the Mooij correlation

which involves phonon-assisted tunnelling via extended states near the onset of
localisation.

Also appearing in 1979 was the landmark paper on the scaling theory of localisation

by Abrahams et al. (Abrahams et al., 1979) which sparked papers by Anderson et al.,

1979, Gor'kov et al., 1979, and Kaveh & Mott, 1981(a), l98l(b) & 1982(a), in which
the conductivity in a disordered system near the onset of localisation is calculated. The

conductivity is predicted to increase as the temperature is lowered although the exact

temperature dependence is a function of both the temperature dependence of the inelastic

scattering rate and the dimensionality of the system (t'wo or three dimensional). This

theory, which has come to be known as the theory of quantum interference or "weak

localisation", gives the correction to the Boltzmann conductivity that results from
quantum interference of scattered partiat waves from multiple scattering sites. Bergmann,

1983, has given a rather clear physical picture of quantum interference at defects and

shown how the interference of scattered partial waves leads to constructive interference or

an "echo" in the backscattered direction that tends to reduce the conductivity below the

Boltzmann value. Inelastic scattering events, which become more probable as the

temperatue is increased, destroy the phase coherence which gives rise to coherent
backscattering. As a result the echo in the backscattered direction is progressively
desnoyed as the temperah,ue is raised, and the conductivity increases (that is, dpldT <0).
An interesting feature of the theory of weak localisation is the importance of the sample

dimensionality in determining the way in which electron conduction depends on
temPerature. If the average distance an electron diffuses between collisions that
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contribute to the destruction of coherent interference is greater than one or more of the

sample dimensions then weak localisation theory predicts, not only a much larger

correction to the Boltzmann conductivity, but also a different temperature dependence

than expected for a sample of infinite dimensions.

It was fust suggested by Imry, 1980, that the explanation for the observed increase

in the resisitivity in high resistivity metallic glasses as the temperature is lowered, is due

to weak localisation. Subsequently Kaveh & Mott, 1982(b), showed how the inteqplay

between weak localisation and Boltzmann conductivity results in a corelation similar to

that noted by Mooij. Furthermore, they point out that the correlation between the

magnitude and the temperature dependence of the resistivity is more general than

originally envisaged by Mooij. At low temperatues, quantum interference effects will
always dominate the temperatue dependence of the resistivity, giving a negative slope,

but at higher temporatues the slope becomes positive as inelastic scattering destroys the

coherent backscattering to reveal behaviour characteristic of Boltzmann conductivity. The

temperature at which the minimum in the resistivity occurs depends on the degree of
disorder. For low resistivity metallic glasses the maximum occurs below room

temperatue while for high resistivity glasses quantum interference effects dominate the

temperatue dependence of the resistivity right up to the crysrallisation tomperature.

Thus weak localisation theory represonts a qualitative description of the observed

trends in the resistivity. However, it goes only part way to explaining the

magnetoresistance and does not explain the observed Hall effect at all. (Weak localisation

theory predicts that a magnetic field destroys coherent interference in a similar manner to

inelastic scattering, the result being an increase in the conductivity or a negative

magnetoresistance,4 while the Hall coefficients should be unaffected by interference

effects.) The discrepancies between weak localisation theory and the experimental results

can be essentially resolved by treating the interaction between electrons, which has so far

been ignored in this discussion, and by including spin-orbit scattering. The enhancement

of the interaction between electrons in disordered systems has evolved as a separal-e

theory while the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling into weak localisation theory f*i$t
some suprising results.

The effect of the spin-orbit interaction on the interference of scattered paftial waves

is often referred to as "weak anti-localisation" because the constructive interference

described earlier changes to destructive interference in the presence of strong spin-orbit

coupling. Consequently at low temperatures,6 in materials where spin-orbit coupling is

aKawabata 1980(a), 19800).

sFukuyama, 1980 and Altshuler et al., 1980.

6Note that at high temperatures weak localisation behaviou is regained.
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strong, an increase in resistivity as the temperature is raised and a positive

magnetoresistance replace the decrease in resistivity and the negative magnetoresistance of

weak localisation. This was discovered theoretically by Hikami et al., 1980, and later

verified by Bergmann, 1982(a).

In the crystalline phase, the elecnon-elecfron interaction turns out to be rather small

because the full Coulomb interaction between any given pair of electrons is screened by

all the other electrons. In a disordered solid the electron is so frequently scattered that the

motion of the electron is diffusive rather than freely propagating and the elecfron cloud is

therefore unable to respond quickly to the motion of a given elecEon, with the result that

the electron-elecEon interaction is less well screened in disordered systems. The question

of the effect of disorder on the interaction between electrons was frst addressed by

Alt'shuler & Aronov 1979(a). The same authors later calculated the resulting temperature

and magnetic field dependence of the resistivity (Alt'shuler & fuonov 1979(b) and 1981

respectively) while Alt'shuler et al., 1980(a), calculated the magnetoresistance and HaIl

effect in two dimensions. The theory of elecron-elecfron interaction predicts the same

low temperature variation in the resistivity as weak localisation, but while weak

localisation predicts no change to the HalI coefficient, electron-electron interaction leads to

a positive, temperature dependent, coefficient.T To a first approximation the

magnetoresistance is unaffected by the interaction between electrons.

Although it was originally thought that elecuon-electron interaction and weak

localisation were competing theories, it is now widely recognised that both effects

contribute to the observed properties of metallic glasses. At high temperatures, the

interaction betrreen electrons has a negligible influence on electron conduction and the

correlation between the magnitude and temperature dependence of the resistivity
embodied in the Mooij correlation can be explained in terms of the interplay berween

weak localisation and conventional electron fiansport. Quantum interference effects are

also largely responsible for the rnagnetoresistance of metallic glasses which may be either

positive or negative depending on the strength of the spin-orbit coupling in a given

metallic glass. On the other hand the Hall effect is insensitive to quantum interference and

the observed coefficients have their origin in interaction effects. The interpretation of the

Iow temperature behaviour of the resistivity requires careful consideration of both effects.

We should emphasise that the quantum theory discussed here is only one of a
number of descriptions which have been advanced to explain electron conduction in
metallic glasses, for an overview of the subject the following review articles and papers

/This has been confirmed in trvo dimensions by Bergmann, 1984(a). Schulte et al, 1984, made very
accurate measurements of the Hall coefficients of a number of MglZn alloys. Gallagher et al., 1984, later
reanalysed their resuls and found them to be entirely consistent with the predictions of electron-electron
interaction theory.
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should be consulted: Naugle, 1983, Mizutani, 1983 & 1993, Howson & Gallagher,

1988, Cote & Meisel, l98l and Howson and Greig, 1986.

Early confirmation of the theories of weak localisation and interactionE came from

low temperature studies of the resistance at'function of temperature and magnetic field.

The interpretation of the resistance in terms of weak localisation theory relies on

lmowledge of the temperature dependence of the inelastic scattering rate (or more properly

the phase breaking rate) but neither the scattering mechanism nor its temperature

dependence are fully understood. A measurement of the magnetoresistance, however,

yields the phase breaking rate directly, and is hence preferable. It is generally assumed

that the phase breaking rate can be wrinen rr= BTPand that possible mechanisms are

electron-phonon, electon-electron or magnetic impurity scattering. In an ordered lattice

the temperature dependence of the scattering rates a.re well known. The electron-phonon

scattering rate varies as T3 (p = 3) at low temperatures and as T (p = l) at high

temperatures (f > @p) while the electrton-electron scattering rate varies as72 @ = 2) and

is only important at low temperatures. Provided the disorder is not too severe so that the

phonon wavelength remains much smaller than the mean free path of the elecuons (the

so-called "clean" limiQ these temperaturo depndences should also be observed in
disordered systems. It is predicted however that in the opposite limit (the "dirty" timi$
the temperature dependence of the scattering rates will be modified and will also depend

on the dimensionality of the samples. Theoretical predictions forp range from 2, 3 or 4

for elecbon-phonon scanering to I or 1.5 for electron-electron scattering (p = I in two

dimensions whilep = I or 1.5 in three dimensions).

Magnetoresistance measurements on films of simple metals (see Bergmann,

1984(b), for a review of results up to 1984) have yielded a variety of temperature

dependences but generally it is found that p = I at low temperatures (< 4K) and p = 2 at

higher temperatures (5 < T < 20K). Bergmann points out that early studies failed to
allow for a temperature independent term in the phase breaking rate from magnetic

impurity scattering so that it is possible that ttre observed decrease inp at low temperanue

is more properly attributed to the increasing importance of magnetic imprrity scattering at

low temperatures. Bergmann, 1982(b), has repeated measurements of the noble metals

Au, Ag, and Cu, in which he allows for magnetic impurity scattering and concludefi, p =
1.65. It is unclear how such a phase breaking rate could arise but it may be that the phase

breaking rate is better described as the sum of two separate rates due to two different
mechanisms as was concluded by Uren et al, 1981, in silicon doping inversion layers.

More recent studies inZn films find p = 1.89 in the temperature range 3-60K (Meikap et

al, 1990) although again magnetic scatlering is not specifically excluded. Higher values

8this wiU not be discussed in detail as excellent reviews of the subject are available - see Bergmann,
1984(b), and Lee & Ramalrishnan, 1985.
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of p are generally found in Al: Bergmann, 1984(c), findsp =2.13 while Santhanam &
Prober, 1984, find a composite rute r;r = AT+ BT3.

h the case of non-simple metal films, measured values of p at low temperatue are

close to unity suggesting that, in corrrmon with the simple metals, electron-electron

scattering dominates at low temperatue. Sacharoff & Westervelt, 1985, find p = I for Ti

below 10K after careful consideration of both the spin-orbit and magnetic impurity

scattoring rates while Lin & Giordano, 1987, find p = 1.1t0.3 in Au-Pd alloy films. The

resistance measurements of Shearwood & Greig, 1991, for thin CuTi alloys suggestp -
1.2 although extracting values of the temperatue dependence of the scattering rates from

the resistance data is problematic. Biswas et al., 1993, find p = I below 4K in Si:Sb

ultra-thin doping layers. Resuls in bulk (three-dimensional) disordered metals have been

slower to emerge largely because the effects are much less pronounced and hence more

difficult to measure. Howson & Gallagher have reviewed the results up to 1988

(Howson & Gallagher, 1988) which tend to supportp =2to3.
At low temperatues, spin-orbit coupling may also be important. Although

predictions for the magnitude of the spin-orbit scattering rate, (,'r, are yet to be put on a

firm theoretical footing it is thought that qo{ is material dependent but temperature

independent. Measurements on a wide range of materials place 4. in the range 0.1 -

30ps. Hickey et al, 1986, investigated CuTi alloys and in a later paper CuTiAu alloys

(Hickey et d, 1987) and found that the spin-orbit scattering rate increased with increasing

concentration of the species with the highest atomic number (that is with Cu and Au

concentration respectively). This dependence on atomic number is not unexpected but

Hickey et al, 1987 also observed, contrary to expectations, a slight dependence of tr"oon

temperature. Although individual authors have generally obtained consistent results there

does not appear to be a simple trEnd in the spin-orbit scattering rate when the results from

various sources are collected together. This may simply be a consequence of the lack of a

consistent interpretation from author to author9 but it is also possible that surface

scattering plays an important role in determining the spin-orbit scattering ratsl0 and that

the variation from author to author merely reflects differing surface properties.

While the low temperatue behaviour of both simple and non-simple disordered

metals is relatively well understood, the situation at high temperatures is more

confroversial. We summarise the position for high resistivity metallic glasses. A number

of authors continue to favour the generalised Zman-Faber strucnrral model while others

9lindqvist and Rapp, 1988, show ttrat a range ofapproaches produce quite different values of 6o.

lQtindelof and Wang, 1986, describe measurements of magnesium evaporated onto a vriety of substrates
in which they are able o sep:uate the conribution to the spin-orbit scattering rate from the surface and
from the bulk They find that the bulk scattering rate remains reasonably conscant from filrn to film but
the surface scanering rate is very sensitive to the underlying subsfate.
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have fined their high temperature results to an empirical, exponential-type temperature

dependence for which there is currently no theoretical basisll (see Mizutani et al., 1987

and Yamada et al., 1987a&b). The remaining authors interpret their results in terms of
weak localisation theory. Howson, 1984, studied Cusoljso and Ti5sBea0Zrl6alloys with
room temperature resistivities of -200p^Q.cm and found #6* results to be consistent with

weak localisation theory with elecron-phonon scattering in the clean limit as the phase

breaking mechanism (that is, p = l). Similar results were found by Rathnayaka et al,

1986(a) in CuTi films and by Rathnayaka et al, 1986(b) in Tak fiIms. Mizutani et al,

1988, studied the AgCuGe alloy system and find a value of p of slightly less than 2 for
alloys with resistivities greater than 500pQ.on.

Very few authors have examined one system across the ransition from thin film
(trvo-dimensional) behaviour to thick film or bulk sample (three dimensional) behaviour.

As mentioned earlier, the dimensionality of a system depends on the sample thickness

relative to some critical length scale, the critical length scale being different for weak

localisation and interaction effects. Four methods of examining the crossover have been

reported, the simplest being to vary the sample thickness or the temperature. Mclachlan,

1983, found evidence for a two to three dimensional ransition as a function of sample

thickness in Bi films. Shearwood and Greig, 1991, investigated CuTi alloys ranging in

thickness form 20A to 50 0004 and concluded that all films show two dimensional

behaviour at low temperatures with a transition, at some temperature Tr, to three

dimensional interaction effects (they concluded, however, that weak localisation effects

remain two dimensional). In the case of magnetoresistance studies, varying the magnetic

field allows the change in dimensionality of quantum interference effects to be

investigated because the critical length scale over which phase coherence is retained is a

function of the field strength (see Ovadyahu et al, 1985). A less obvious method of
traversing the crossover in dimensionality is to vary the thickness of the intermediate

insulating layer in a disordered metal / insulator multilayer. Coupling across the thin

insulator layers bet'ween effectively two dimensional disordered metal layers can induce a

Eansition to an anisotropic quasi- three dimensional system. Such studies have been

reported by Jin & Ketterson, 1986, for Nbs.53Tio.qilGe multilayers by Chenadi et al,
1989, in Au/Si multilayers and by Audouard et al, 1990, in AurSil_' :rnd Cu/Si

multilayers. Jin & Ketterson found evidence from the t€mperatue and magnetic field
dependence of the resistivity of a crossover from three to tvvo dimensional behaviour

when the Ge layers became thinner than -304. Chenadi et al. and Audouard et al. found

coupling asross the silicon layers at a similar thickness.

I lMizutani et aL, 1987, have suggested thar the explanation for the exponential-type behaviour may be
relaled to the presence of d electrons at the Fermi level.
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There are two possible objections to the application of quannrm interference theory

to the disordered Ta in this study. Firstly the derivation of the theory of quannrm

interference effects is based on a simple model of a single isonopic conduction band and

isoropic or "s"-scattering by impurities, assumptions which are not strictly applicable to

Ta, and secondly, the theory was originally derived only for weak disorder, that is krl >>

l, but in this study ftpl is close to unity. These objections are commonly encountered

problems in experimental studies of real metals. Rainer & Bergmann, 1985, considered

the first problem and concluded that quantum interference theory (in the form given by

Hikami et al., 1980) remains valid in the case of anisotropic impurity scattering in a metal

with an arbitrary number of anisotropic conduction bands provided the diffusion
coefficient, the density of states and the various scattering rates entering the theory are

correctly interpreted as suitable averages. In relation to the second problem Morgan et

al,, 1985, in considering a generalised kinetic equation for elecuons in disordered solids,

concluded that the restriction kFl > L (rather than kpl > 1) is sufficient for weak localisation

theory, which represents a fust order perturbation expansion in kpl,to be va1id.

So far we have not touched on the question of superconductivity. In the elemental

crystalline superconductors, transitions are sharp and fluctuation induced formation of
Cooper pairs generally negligible at temperatures higher than twice the tansition
temperature. Lattice disorder tends to reduce the fransition temperature as well as

broadening the transition to the superconducting state. Indeed fluctuation effects can

extend to lemperatures well in excess of the superconducting tansition temperatue. An

interesting question is how superconductivity is destroyed as the degree of disorder is

increased, or the film thickness reduced.

While the main thrust of this investigation was to study electron conduction in

disordered Ta, superconducting effects associated with the multilayer structure also

proved of interest. Currently, one of the most studied problems in solid state physics is

that of superconductivity in the highly anisotopic copper oxide materials. Evidence has

been accumfulating from a variety of recent studies (nuclear magnetic resonance, angle-

resolved photoemission and microwave penetration depth measluoments) that the elecfion

pairing state is not isotropic as was originally thought. This has been taken as evidence

of d-wave, rather than BCS-like s-wave, pairing by a number of groups although others

have proposed that the high I" materials be modelled as two-dimensional

superconducting layers (within which the elecfions pair in BCS-type states) coupled by

Josephson-like tunnelling.l2 The investigation of the second of these models is
complicated because of the difficulty in experimentaUy varying the model parameters in
the copper oxide materials. A number of authors have reported measurements of

l2See Levi, 1993, and references tlraein.
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conventional superconductor / insulator multilayersl3 and have interpreted their results as

a model system for high temperature superconductors. Such systems have the advantage

that detailed measurements of the properties of a single two-dimensional layer are

possible and that the interlayer coupling can be systematically varied by altering the

thickness of the insulating layers.

In this thesis we present the results of measurements of the resistance of TalGe

multilayers as a function of both temperature and layer thickness. Although

magnetoresistance measurements are preferable for extracting information on the various

scattering rates at low temperature, the resistance measurements have provided a wealth

of interesting information. In Chapters Two and Three, the fabrication and

characterisation of the multilayers is described, while Chapter Four deals with the

measurement of the resistance. The results are presented in Chapter Five and their

analysis in terms of the theories of weak localisation and interaction effects are discussed.

Chapter Six explores superconductivity in the Ta/Ge multilayer syst€m.

l3Neerinck et al., 1990 &1991, have studied Pb/Ge multiliayers, while Steel et a1.,1993, studied
MoGe/Ge multilayers in this context The study of losephson+oupled two-dimensional superconductors
is not new. Ruggiero et al., 1980 & 1982, for example studied M/Ge multilayers
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Chapter Two

Sample Fabrication

Vapour deposited films of high purity and uniformity are relatively simple to

prepare routinely. Careful choice of deposition parameters give fine control over the

physical dimensions and sructure of the films. This makes vapour deposited films
ideally suited to the study of disordered metals especially where nvo dimensional effects

are of interest (see for example Markiewicz and Harris, 1981, van den Dries et al., 1981,

and Bergmann, 1982(c)). It must be borne in mind however, that a monolayer of
contaminates will be chemisorbed or physisorbed onto the surface of the film on a time

scale of the order of nanoseconds at atrnospheric pressure. This will, in most cases, be

followed by the formation of stable compounds (oxides, nitrides, hydrides or carbides).

To prevent surface degradation, films need either to be fabricated, stored and measured

under ulna-high vacuum or to be shielded from atmospheric gases by a protective

coating. This requirement is particularly stringent in the case of Ta. Jackson & Haas,

1967, have shown Ta to be one of the most effective getters, taking up common

atmospheric gases very rapidly. Mathieu et al., 1985, and more recently Tapping er al.,

1988, have measured the natural surface oxide on Ta to be of the order of 30A which
represents a significant problem when preparing films of thicknesses in the range 4-

4004.

Although a vacuum chamber for film deposition was available, in situ
measurements on the samples were not possible. lnstead, thin Ta layers were protected

from oxidation by fabricating them in the form of TalGe multilayers. A multilayer systom

has additional advantages over a single film in that tunnelling betrveen the Ta layers can

be studied. In addition, a multilayer is more mechanically robust and small variations in
the substrate surface have a less significant effect on the measured properties. Moreover,
the effective resistance of several Ta layers in parallel is less than that of a single Ta film,
making resistance measurements, especially of very thin, highly resistive films, less

technically demanding.

In the crurent sndy TalGe multilayers were vapour deposited on glass substates in
an ultra high vacuum system. The Ge was evaporated by resistive heating in a tungsten

boat, while an electon gun was needed to evaporate the Ta- The multilayer structure was
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made by alternately rotating the substrates at an even rate through the Ta and the Ge

vaPour streams. This chapter describes the method of sample fabrication in deail.

2.1 Substrates

Films to be studied by Transmission Electron Misroscopy (TEM) were deposited
on disks cut from 60pm thick mylar sheet. The mylar substrates were cleaned by rinsing

in acetone. Any excess acetone was drained by touching the edge of the disk onto a dry
lint free cloth. No problems with film peel-off or streaking were experienced using this

metlod. Samples destined for all other measuements were deposited on glass substrates

cut from microscope slides. At first the glass substrates were cleaned according to the

method given by Long, 1989, which involved soaking the substrates in Decon 90,

followed by a neutralising acid rinse, ultrasonic cleaning in water, and degreasing in
isopropanol. This method often produced a bloom on the glass substrates that
necessitated a second cleaning. A simpler method based on a suggestion from
Beagleholel was found to be faster and more reliable. The method was as follows. Any
visible dirt was removed with a dampened cotton bud, care being taken to avoid
scratching the glass. The substrates were then immersed briefly (-10 seconds) in a
standard glass cleaning solution of [IF, HNO: and water mixed in the ratio 1:7:12 by

volume. This was quickly followed by a high purity water rinse.2 The last step was to

clean ultrasonically in water for 15 minutes, with water changes every five minutes.
Immediately prior to insertion into the vacuum system the subsftates were dried by
blowing with instrument $ade nitrogen gas (purity 99.99% minimum).

2.2 Starting Materials

The Ge source used was 99.9999% pure Ge lumps as supplied by Goodfellowf
Metals Limited, Cambridge, England. Large lumps were broken up to ensure good

thermal contact benveen the lumps and the tungsten boat Failure to do this resulted in
lengthy melting times and the necessity to take exteme carc not to overheat and break the
boat.

Two different Ta sources were used. The fust (hereafter'low purity Ta') was

lD. Beaglehole, private communication.

2watet of puriry exceeding type I reagent grade water standard from aMilti-e Uttrapure Water System
by Millipore Corporation, Ausralia.
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IMPTJRTTY
CONCENTRATION

ELEMENT ppm
Low Purity

(Goodfellows)
High Purity

(ESPr)

Ag
AI
As
c
Ca
cd
ct
Co
Cr
C\t
Fe
Ga
Ge
H
Hf
In
K
Li
Mg
Mn
Mo
N
Na
Nb
Ni
o
P

Pb
RI
Pt
Rh
s

sb
si
Sn
Ti
v
w
Znl
7r

5
2

100
25
10

<500
3

50

<0.10
1.80

<0.10

0.08
<0.10
a.u

<0.20
o.29
0.60
0.46

<0.10
<0.10

<0.10
<0.10

0.69
0.05
0.19

<0.10
0.15

0.79
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
o.n

<0.10
1.20

<0.10
5.m
o.u
2.40
033

5

25
2

I
5
2

30

0.41

0.91

10
z

20
5

100

10

Table 2.1 Ta source mamials: typical impurity analyses as supplied by manufactunrs.

annealed, 6.35mm diameter Ta rod of 99.9Vo purity, again supplied by Goodfellows.

Typical impurity analysis for this product is shown in Table 2.1. Two approximately

8mm lengths cut ftom the rod provided a stable evaporant source. It is possible that

magnetic impurities, even at extremely low concentration levels of a few parts per million,

could give rise to observable features in the resistivity. As a comparison, a number of
samples were made from a second, higher purity, melt zone refined, 0.030" diameter Ta

wire source (hereafter 'high pudty Ta') supplied by Electronic Space Products
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International (ESPD, California. A typical analysis of this product shows impurities to be

present at a level of less than 20ppm (see Table 2.1). The wire was coiled into a dense

lump approximately lcm in diameter for use in the electron gun. Nevertheless some

difficulty was experienced in maintaining a steady rate. In each case, the Ta soruce was

cleaned in dilute hydrofluoric acid3 to remove any surface oxide before placing in the

vacuum system.

2.3 The Vacuum System

Samples were prepared in a Varian FC-I2E Ultra High Vacwnn Systema. After
sustaining some damage, the glass bell jar was replaced by a stainless steel top as

described by Homewood, 1990. Although this led to an increase in the total volume to be

evacuated, the stainless steel top could be outgassed more effectively, resulting in lower

ultimate pressures.

Ta requires a very high evaporation temperature. Even when using an electron gun

to evaporate the Ta source, considerable heating and consequent outgassing of
surrounding equipment and chamber walls occurs. Extensive outgassing, leading to a

rise in pressure, causes two problems. Firstly, ionization of gas molecules in the vicinity
of the electron gun reduces the power and focus of the electon beam, and at pressures

above 10-5 Torr, dielectric breakdown can occur. The second problem is the

incorporation of gascous impuities into the sample. In a review on the preparation and

properties of Ta thin films, Baker, l9T2, givcs the ratio R of the arrival rales of Ta atoms

and of residual gas at the fiIm surface during evaporation as

R = zxlo-s F (2.r)

where g is the film growttr rate in A.min-t and Pis the partial pressure of the residual gas

(taken to be afu) in Ton. The value of the sticking coefficienf ck, of oxygen on Ta (i.e.

the fraction of impinging oxygen molecules ttrat will be incorporated in a Ta film) is about

10-2 according to a measurement by Maissel and Schaible, 1965. Thus to keep the
impurity concentration (given approximately by or/R)s below l000ppm using an

rDilute HF is a commonly used etch for Ta2o5 - see for example Kern & schnable, 1987.

aVarian Associates, Palo Alto, California

5Baker gives the impurity concentration incorrectly as q"R.
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evaporation rale of l00A.min-1 requires the partial pressure of residual gas to be less than

2x10-7 Torr. Described below is the rigourous pumpdown and outgassing procedure

adopted in an attempt to achieve deposition pressures of l0-7 Torr or better.

Two VarianVacSorb6 pumps roughed the sample chamber to -l0a Torr. When

using the stainless steel top, the larger volume required initial pumping to I Torr with a
Venturi pump to avoid overloading the VacSorb pumps. Glass fibre insulated heating
tape wound around the entire system heated the exterior to -l00oC?. The following day

the sample chamber was briefly pumped with one of the VacSorb pumps prior to opening

the poppet valve to the lower chamber. This chamber is kept constantly at pressures

below 10-5 Ton by five Varian Vaclonpumps and a three filament tiianium sublimation

pump. Once the poppet valve is opened the entire chamber rapidly attains a pressure of
l0-7 Torr at which point the Ta and Ge sources are melted and outgassed. Strausser,

1968, has reported that final outgassing rates after a lengthy 150oC bake-out differs little
from those for a shorter 300oC bake-out Bearing in mind the risk of damaging the viton,

outgassing was achieved by baking at 100-150"C for periods of about a week. In
addition, internal components surrounding the elecnon gun were further outgassed by

heating the Ta source to red hot for several minutes every half hour until the heating did

not cause an appreciable pressure rise. The vacuum system was then left to cool
overnight Base pressures attained were less than l0-9 Torr.

2.4 Film Deposition

Layering of the samples was achieved using a rotating substrate assembly designed

by Grant Williams. As it is described in detail in his thesis (Williams,1990), only a brief
outline will be given here. Thc substrates rue rotated above each of the two isolated

sources in turn. Three geared substrate holders, each with six samples, allow
simultaneous fabrication of three sets of multilayers of different layer thicknesses. A
shield that shadows the subsfrates during some fraction of the rotation period gives

further control over the relative layer thicknesses. Pure films of Ta and of Ge were

depositeil onto glass substratcs held in one of two stationary substate holdcrs mounted

either side of the rotating substrate assembly for later layer thiclness determination using
Multiple Beam lnterferometry. The electomagnetic shutter described by Williams proved

unreliable at the high temperatures used in this study. It was replaced by a centrally

6VacSorb pumps contain a synthetic zenhte with a large surface to volume ratio which will physically
absorb most gases when cooled o liquid nitogen temperatures.

TThe viton seal to the stainless steel top or bell jar precluded bake-out above 200"C. In pracrice
temperatures were kept below l20t to prevent vulcanisation of the viton.
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pivoted shutter attached, via a chain drive, to a mechanically operated rotary motion

feedthrough. Swirches mounted externally on the body of the feedthrough were riggered
in the open and closed positions by the operating lever. The signal from the switches was

used to synchronise the opening and closing of the shutter with ttre starting and stopping

of the substrate rotation.

The vapour sheam of Ta is produced by a 2kW Varian e-Gun capable of Ta

deposition rates up to 300A.min-1, 250mm directly above the source. Somewhat higher

rates can be achieved if heat loss is reduced by operating the electron gun with an

evaporant soiled crucible. In practice, rates betwee n 7O & 360A.rnin-1 (as measured at

the substates) were used. The Ta did not wet the copper crucible of the e-Gun. The Ge

was evaPorated from a resistively heated tungsten boat at rates between 200 &
1000A'min-l (again, as measured at the substrates). Evaporation rates were controlled

by two Sloan DDC-|000 Digital Deposition Controllers that use quartz crystal
monitors. During film deposition, fluctuations about the average rate were of the order of
5 tollvo. The fluctuations, were of sufficiently high frequency that the total evaporant

deposited varied by only a few percent from layer to layer.

Details of the deposition conditions of each evaporation are given in Table 2.2.

Maximum evaporation pressures range berween 4xl0-9 Torr and 2xl0-5 Ton. Estimated

impurity concentrations in the Ta layers (calculated from equation 2.1) lie between

0.0007Vo and23Vo.

2.5 Sample Nomenclature

Samples are identified as xlySz where x refers to the evaporation number, y denotes

the substrate holder (y = 1, 2 or 3), S is a symbol identifying the substrate (G = glass, M

= mylar) and z indicates the position on the substrate holder (z = r, z, 3, 4,5 or 6).

Thus, for example, samples 43llG3 and 43l1M2 will have the same layer thicknesses but

the top and bottom layers may not be identical.
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Evaporation number Maximum TaDeposition Rale
Evaporation hessure

Ton A.min-t

Impurity Conrcntin
Tal-ayet

ppm

l8

19

2n

2l

n
n
28

29

30

3L

32

33

v
35

36

37

38

39

42

43

4 x l0-7

4 x 10'6

2x L0'6

5 x 10-7

8x1O7

9xlOt
1 x 10'6

I x l0-t

4 x 10-e

3 x 10'e

2xl0{
lxl0{
6 x 10-7

4 x l0-7

2xLUl
2x l}a
2 x t0'5

3 x 10-?

2 x lO't

2 x l0-t

224

r52

87

65

87

87

56

56

115

2r9

43

108

108

2t7

65

43

43

87

282

155

t4

880

13 000

11 000

3 800

4 600

5?ffi

89m

89

l7

7

23 000

4ffi
2 800

9n
l5m

23 000

230 000

r7m
35

65

zffi50 8xl08

Table22 Deposition conditions. App'roximarc values only are given for the maximum pressure during
film deposition and 0re Ta deposition ra!e. fur upper timit for the impurity concentration in the Ta layer
is estimated using Equuion 2.1and assuming a sticking coefficient of lO2.
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Chapter Three

S ample Characterisation

The elecnical properties of the multilayers depend critically on their physical

properties - the number of layers, the thickness of each layer, the structure of the material

within tle layer, the structure of the interface and the level of impurities. To interpret the

resistance measluements corectly it is therefore important to determine as many of these

characteristics as possible.

The rotation rate of the substrates during film deposition, together with the total

deposition time, determines the number of layers, while the layer thicknesses can be

estimated from the deposition rates. A more accruate estimate of the layer thickness is

derived from a Multiple Beam Interferometry (MBI) measurement of the thickness of
simultaneously evaporated films. Although this technique offers a rapid and simple
cross-check of the expected layer thicknesses, a direct measurement is clearly preferable.

Rutherford Backscattering Specromeby (RBS) provides such a technique. RBS

measures the number of atoms per unit area of each species in the multilayer, from which
the number of atoms per layer can be deduced provided the number of layer pairs is
known. The information from RBS differs slightly from a measurement of the layer
thickness but a knowledge of the number of atoms per layer can be combined with an

assumed density to give approximate layer thicknesses if necessary. Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) has the potential to give information on the uniformity,
structure, composition, number and thickness of the layers as well as the diffuseness of
the boundaries between the layers.

All three of these techniques were applied to the multilayers to give a

comprehensive picture of their morphology. MBI and RBS give a quantitative measure

of the average layer size while TEM shows qualitatively how closely individual layers
approximate average properties. The MBI, RBS and TEM measurements will be

discussed in the following sections.
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3.1 Multiple Beam Interferometry

Multiple Beam Interferomery (MBI) uses an angled plate to produce a wedge

shaped air gap above a specimen. Multiple reflections formed by illuminating the air gap

with a monochromatic light source produce an interference pattern. Any height

irregularity or step on the surface of the specimen results in a bending of the fringe pattem

by an amount proportional to the vertical variation in the qpecimen.

Using a Varian A-scope interferometer,l film thicknesses can be measured with a
precision of 30A. This is clearly insufficient for a direct measurement of the layer

thickness even if individual layers could somehow be isolated. Instead, measurements

were'made on subsEates that had been exposed for the duration of the evaporation to only

one of the sources (see SectionZ.4). The thickness of Ta in these pure films, D7,, caD bo

related to the total thickness of Ta in simultaneously deposited multilayers provided

firstly, that the film density does not depend on the film thickness, and secondly, that the

deposition rata atthe multilayer substates and at the pure film subsrates is the same. The

Ta layer thickness in the multilayer samples, ho,is then given by

aTo =

where fr" is the fraction of a rotation period that the multilayers were exposed to the Ta

source and n is the number of layers. A similar calculation yields the Ge layer thickness.

In practice there is considerable spatial variation in the deposition rate, both in the

vertical and in the horizontal plane. Vertical variation in the deposition rate arises because

the deposition rate falls off approximately as the square of the distance from the evaporant

source. As the substrates for MBI measurements are -3mm further from the sources than

the multilayer substrates, a correction of approximately 2.47o should be applied to
Equation 3.1. The horizontal variation in the deposition rate is more pronounced.

Although the Ge vapou stream is uniform to within 2Vo over the length of the substrate

assembly, the Ta vapou stream can vary by up to 207o over the same length. To
improve the accuracy of the measuremen! a series of measurements conesponding to

different positions along the length of the subsfiate assembly are taken. The deposition
rate at a given substrate holder is then taken from the average of the measurenrents of the

two pure films closest to that substrate holder during the deposition.

A more serious problem with this method is the assumption that the density in the

individual layers of a multilayer is the same as the density in the corresponding "bulk",

(3.1)

lModel 9804006, Vadan Associares, palo Ato, California.
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pure film used for the MBI measruement. It is generally observed that the density of a
film decreases with decreasing film thickness. To take an example, Hartman, 1965,

found that the density of a 200..4, aluminium film was less than 75Vo of the bulk density

while that of a 1000.4, aluminium film was -96Vo of the bulk density. It is almost

certainly the case that the density of Ta and Ge films also depends on thickness. Thus

thicknesses deduced from MBI measurements may be in error by more than25Vo.

MBI measurements on the "bulk" pure films were made in the following manner.

A step at the edge of the film was formed by masking part of the glass substrate during

the evaporation. For good fringe visibility, a highly reflecting opaque layer of
aluminium, approximatcly 1000A thich was deposited at normal incidence over the film.
The height of step at the edge of the film (i.e. the "bulk" film thickness D'1o or D'o.) was

measured using the Varian A-scope interferometer. Layer thicknesses were then deduced

using Equation 3.1 corrected for vertical variation in the deposition rate as described

above. Table 3.1 lists the results of the MBI layer thickness measurements. The

uncertainty quoted in the measurement is a result of both the large variation in the

deposition rate along the length of the substrate assembly and the resolution of the l-
scope itself.

It can be seen that MBI measruements of the layer thicknesses have severe

limitations. For some samples the uncertainty in the measurement is as large as 40Vo. lt
proved impossible to measrue the thicknesses D'1o or D'o. in cases where they were less

than about 2004 owing to distortions in an old Fizeaux plate.z The possibility that the

density of the films depends on their thickness introduces a further uncertainty of
unknown magnitude into the measuremenL

3.2 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry

3.2.1 Introduction

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry or RBS is based on Rutherford's famous

experiment in which he observed the recoil of alpha particles from a gold foil. RBS is a
surface analysis technique that identifies different atomic species and measures their
absolute concentrations, making it ideal for characterising thin film multilayers. A brief
outline of the technique will be given below. More detailed descriptions can be found in

2The angled plate of tlrc A-scope .
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Sample Ta layer thickness deduced from;

A-scope RBS RBS

surface AE

energy correction

approximat

ion

l01s 1015

atoms.cm-2 abms.cm-2

Ge layer thickness deduced from;

A-scope RBS RBS

surface AE

energy correction

approximat

ion

tgls l0l5
atoms.cm-2 atoms.cm-2

A

l8/lG4
r8/2G4

r8/3G4

19l2c4

2012G4

2t/2G4

22/2G4

23/rC4

2312G4

23/3G4

28/rGl

28/2Gr

28/3Gr

29/rGl
29lzcr
29l3cr
30/lGl

30/2Gr

30/3Gt

32ltGr

32/2Gr

32/3Gr

88r3

132t5

198*8

77l.6

t5t2
5*1

27tl
20x3

40r5

66*2

11*1

2ttl
34*2

l0+3

t7!2
27i3
45rl
73!3

100*10

ttt?
18*3

26L5

35t2
6r+4

94tS

39*2

6.2r0.4

2.3fl.1
r3.010.7

10.4r0.6

l9rl
30L2

5.2r0.3

10.0i0.6

l8+t
5.3r0.3

8.1r0.5

rl.7*0.7
2l*l
34t2
47*'3

4.7fl.3
8.810.5

13.3*0.8

35t2
60+4

9lr5

6.0*0.4

2.2t0.1

12.51j0.7

10.1r0.6

s. rto.t
9.7*0.6

lTrl
5.1+0.3

7.7*0.5

tL.}XO.7

2ttl
3312

46t3
4.ffi.3
8.6*0.5

13.0*0.8

77+.6

I t619

173t1,3

95*'3

8ltz
32tl
77t4

62tl
93*l
t39fI
68*.2

r0l13
t52t4
10113

151r5

227*7

58*1

88rl
131r2

54il
82t2
t22*3

38X2

63*4

83r5

48r3

35*2

14.7j:0.9

3612

26X2

4513

63j.4

27X2

48*3

70*.4

43+3

73*4

102+6

23*r
4t*'3

6l+4
22tl
37t'2

54*3

38r2

61*4

8lr5

34*2

14.3r0.9

34l.2

25L2

27t2

47t3

67*4

42*3

70+4

9816

22Xl

40x3

60I4

zttl
36+,2

53r3

Table 3.1 Summary of MBI and RBS measurements. where MBI measurements are unavailable,
approximate layer tlrickresru deduced from the evaporuion rates are quoted (tabte continued orierleaf.)
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Table 3.1 continued.

Sample Ta layer thickness deduced from;

A-scope RBS RBS

surface AE

energy correction

approximat

ion

t01s t0l5
atoms.cm-2 atoms.cm-2

Ge layer thickness deduced from;

A-scope RBS RBS

surface AE

energy correction

approximat

ion

I

l0l5 lgls
atoms.cm-2 atoms-cm-2

A

33/rGr

33TzGL

33l3Gr

34/rGr

34/2Gr

34l3Gr

3sl1Gl

3s/2Gr

3s/3Gr

36lrGl
36l2Gr

36l3GL

37lrGr

37lzGl

37/3GL

38/rG4

3812G4

38/3G4

39lrc3
39lrc6
3913G3

26!6

49t5

70*4

280f40

350120

367+6

-26

-26

-26
27X6

5316

82*5

7*3

18r3

2815

-4
-6
-9
-20
-20
-40

11.610.7

23tl
32t2

I t8r7
t46t9

160110

I1.1f0.6

13.9r0.8

15.2r0.9

11.5t0.5

24*l

38t2
2.7fr.2

6.0r0.3

11.010.7

1.3610.07

3.110.r

6.OI0.2

10.210.5

10.0r0.5

3Gr3

tl.4t0.t
22tl
3ll.2

13.610.8

14.9+0.9

53t2

80*3

12015

530r10

530*10

530*10

13.9r0.4

20.8*0.6

3t.2*0.9

50r1

50rl
50jl
46+8

46*8

4618

-74

-74
-74

-80
-80

-80

20!l
38r2

5613

2lorl0
230t20

230t14

5.9r0.4

9.8f0.6

13.9+0.9

18.9*0.9

22Xl

2t*.l
19.3r0.9

2l*l
l9rl
3lta
33t2
34t2
u+2
45*2

46X2

20*l
37t2
54t3

9.610.6

13.610.9
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standard texts (see for example, Chu et al., 1978).

In essence, RBS is a classical scattering experiment in a cenfral force field. A
monoenergetic beam of charged particles - usually singly charged helium ions -
bombards the sample. The particles are scattered through large angles via single

Coulomb interactions with positively charged, target nuclei. A nuclear particle det€ctor,

placed as close as practical to the backscattered direction, gives an output pulse

proportional to the energy of each detected particle.

In being scattered, the incident particle imparts some fraction of its energy to the

heavier target nucleus. Assuming the target nucleus is initially at rest, the energy lost by

ttre incident particle (determined from conservation of energy and momentum) is

AEr=E-E'=E'KE=E(l -K) (3.2)

where E and E' are the energies of the incident particle immediately before and

immediately after scattering, and K is the kinematic factor:

' E' l-(ttq - Mlsinzo )rn + u,rorel'
^=E=L (3.3)

Here M1 is the mass of the incident particle, M2 is the mass of the target nucleus and 0 is

the angle through which the particle is scattered.3 It can be seen that, at a given angle, the

energy of the scattered particle will be characteristic of the mass of the target nucleus.

The elements present in a sample can therefore be identified.

The number of target atoms per unit area of a given atomic species, Nr, is deter-

mined from the number of detected particles of the appropriate energy, G. The number

of detected particles will also depend on the scattering cross-section o(0), the detector

solid angle Q and the total number of incidentparticles Q as

G = o(0)'O.Q.Ns .

For Coulomb scattering the cross-section is given by

(3.4)

3Note that the maximum value of K occurs at 0 = 1800, where the incident particle is reflected back
along its incoming path. Therefore placing the detector as close as possible to the incoming particle
beam (and directed u the sample) gives the best energy resolution.
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(3.s)

(3.7)

By determining the characteristics of the detector from a specfium of a standard of known

composition, calculating the cross-section from Equation 3.5, and deducing the total

number of incident particles in the beam from the time integration of the current incident

upon the target" the composition of the target can be determined from Equation 3.4.

In addition to determining the tlpe and concenftation of atomic species present in a

sample, RBS can give information on their depth distribution. The energy E that enters

Equations 3.2 and.3.5 will only be equal to the beam energy Eo if the particle collides

with a nucleus on the very surface of the sample. In general the particles travel some

distance into the sample before suffering a collision and in so doing lose energy in
numerous inelastic collisions with elecrons. If the particle travels a distance t before

being elastically scattered in a Coulomb interaction with a nucleus, its energy just before

the collision will be given by

dEl
dlr"'t' (3.6)

The stopping power dBldx of a material is usually calculated from Bohr's classical fast

collision theory (see Bohr, 1913). As the backscattered particle travels a distance t / cos0

out of the sample it wiil suffer further inelastic collisions that reduce its energy by an

amount

t

E = Eo - AEin = Eo - JHd-r = Eo -

0

0

rdE,I TOX=
JOx

t/cos0

AE6u1 =
dEl
dtlr,'

t
lcos0l

where Er = Eo - A$n - AF., - AE6ul is thc energy of the particle measured at the detector.

If, for example, a particular atomic species is distributed evenly to a maximum depth d,
then the bombarding particles will be backscattered with a range of energies - the
maximum energy 4 - AEr is characteristic of the atomic species, while the minimum

energydepends on d*.
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3.2.2 Experimental Details

RBS experiments were caried out at ttre Institute of Geological & Nuclear Sciences

Limited, Lower Hutt, with the help of Dr.Ian Vickridge.

The Accelerator
The 2.0 MeV beam of singly charged helium ions was produced by a 3MV single

ended vertical Van de Graaff accelerator.4 The choice of beam energy is inevitably a

trade-off between good energy separation of the elements (see Equation3.2) and a large

cross-section (see Equation 3.4). A 2MeV beam allowed adequate energy separation of
the Ta and Ge signals (AEr(Ta) = 166keV and AEr(Ge) = 389keV) while ensuring large

enough cross-sections that counting times were not prohibitively long.

The Target Chamber

Most experiments were performed in the microprobe chamber described by Coote

and Sparks, 1981. The beam curent was set to values below l00nA by an adjustable

apertue in the beam line. Four magnetic quadrapole lenses focussed the beam to a
lxlmm square spot.s The beam line and target chamber were evacuated to below 10-6

Torr. Care was taken to ensure that the samples were electrically connected to the sample

holder since in early experiments unexpected sample charging caused problems with

curront integration.

Some later measurements were performed on a second beam line of the accelerator

in a new dedicated Ion Beam Analysis chamber in which up to 18 samples could be

mounted at once, minimising the number of pumpdown cycles required. The

experimental pammeters were essentially the same as those for the microprobe chamber in
all other respects.

Charge Integration

The total number of incident particles was measured using an Ortec6 439 beam

curent integrator connected to the insulated target chamber that acted as a Faraday cup for
charge collection. Beam currents were kept below l00nA.

a Uodel KN, High Volage Engineering Corporation, Burlington,ldassachusetts.

5lnitialy, it was found that the beam could not be focussed to a single spor A poor vacuum appeared o
be causing partial ionisation of the beam to He*'. The problem was fixed by the addition of extra
pumpinC facilities.

6eC A G Ortec, OakRidge, Tennessee.
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The Detection System

Backscattered particles were collected at an angle 0 = 163.5o by an Ortec, l00pm

partially depleted Si surface barrier detector. It was placed -75mm from the sample

surface and collimated with a 2mnP diaphragm. The solid angle of the detector is

therefore of the order of 0.4msr. The sample-detector distance in the dedicated Ion Beam

Analysis chamber was -40mm giving a larger solid angle of -l.2msr. Variations in the

source-detector distance due to the different thicknesses of sample and standard were less

than 0.5mm, giving an error of the order of a few percent. The count rate measured by

the detector was kept below 1000 counts per second by controlling the beam current.

Dead-time was less than SVo and variation in the dead-time between samples was

negligible. The output of the detcctor was fed to an ftec 9t9 multi-channel buffer
controlled by Ortec's Maestro for Windows 3 multi-channel analyser emulation
software.

Primary Standard

The primary standard used to determine the solid angle of the detector was a piece

of a Bi-implanted Si wafer. The elastic scattering cross-section of Bi for 2MeV He+ has

been accurately measured (see Climent-Font, 1991) making Bi suitable for use as a

reference standard. The Si wafer had been amorphised by argon bombardment prior to
the implantation of the Bi. Channeling of the probing He+ beam in the standard was not

therefore expected. (Amorphisation also prevents channeling of the Bi atoms to depths

greater than the projected range of 2204, during implantation). The Bi content, derived

from a measurementT relative to a similarly fabricated Harwells standard, was (5.7 +

0.1)xlQts atoms.cm-2.

A spectrum from the primary standard was collected before and after each series of
meastuements on the samples. Variations in the spectra were within expected statistical

fluctuations.

Secondary Standard

A plasma oxidised Ta layer (approximately of the composition Ta2O5) on a Si

substrate was used as a secondary standard to verify the solid angle of the detector and to
give an approximarc energy calibration.

7 Cafbration performed by C. Cohen, University of paris 7, paris.

SAtomic Energy Research Authority, llarwell, Oxfordshire.
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Analysis

Energy calibration, peak integrals and specna simulations were done using the RBS

spectra simulation programme RUMP (see Doolittle, 1985) version 3.51. This
programme uses a fifth order polynomial fit to the empirical stopping power values of
Ziegler etaI,1982.

Equations 3.4 & 3.5 together with the surface energy approximation E = Eo wits

used to find the number of atoms per unit surface area of Ta and of Ge present in a
sample from the measured spectra. This approximation is reasonable provided the total
sample thickness is small. For thicker samples, the mean energy approximation E = Eo -

AE/4 (where AE is the peak width) was used.

3.2.3 Results

The results of measurements of the number of atoms per unit area per layer are

collected in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1(a) shows a spectrum for the primary standard. The

peak at -l.85MeV corresponds to the buried Bi, and the bulk yeild at low energy to the Si

substrate. Resolution at low energies is limited by energy straggling but this does not

effect the determination of the detector solid angle. Figure 3.1(b) shows a typical
spectrum of a TalGe multilayer deposited on glass. The individual Ta and Ge layers are

too thin to be resolved. The spectrum can be well fitted by assuming the Ta and the Ge

are evenly disributed throughout the multilayer. The composition of the glass is

approximately SiCas.2Na6.4O3 although the presence of boron, which is too light to be

detected, cannot be ruled out.

Individual Ta and Ge layers of thicknesses greater than approximately 2004 can be

resolved. The spectrum of a Ge-Ta-Ge sandwich is shown in Figure 3.2(a). That of a
multilayer with three Ta layers and four Ge layers is shown in Figure 3.2(b). To improve
the resolution of the layers, the sample was tilted at 45o to the incident beam, thereby

increasing the effective layer thicknesses by a factor of fZ. Further tilting the sample

causes the Ta peaks to overlap the Ge peaks. The considerable variation in the Ta layer
thicknesses (-15?o) found by RLJMP was expected from consideration of the measured

evaporation rates and is not representative of multilayers from other evaporations. The
surface Ge layer was incomplele.

3.2.4 Conclusion

Rutherford Backscattering spectrometry provides a rapid and accurale method for
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Figure 3.1 Rutherford Uactscanering sp€ctrum for (a) Bi implanted Si wafer standard and O) sample
3TtGl and simulation of 323x1015 abms.cm-2 of TaGeT and 0.Otrnm of SiCao.zNao.cO3. Experimental
points shown as small squar€s and nrmp simulation as solid line. Simulation parameters are
f,) = 0.40msr, detector re.solution FWHM 20kev, and straggling factor I (i.e. Bohr sragftingy.
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determining the number of atoms per unit area per layer of the multilayers. Because the

RBS measurements are more direct, and in most cases more precise than the MBI
measurements,layer thiclnesses will be quoted in terms of atoms per unit atea.9

3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy

3.3.1 Specimen Preparation

Specimens were prepared for viewing in the electron microscope from multilayers

deposited onto mylar substrates. A thin snip about 0.2mm wide was cut from the sample

and embedded in resin. Cross-sections of the multilayers, 50-704 thick, were

microtomedl0 from the resin block using a diamond knife. Care was taken to cut the

sections perpendicular to the layering plane to ensure that later TEM measuements of the

total thickness of the multilayer were accurate. Knife damage to the multilayers was

minimised by sectioning through the layers rather than along the layers (see Figure 3.3),

Sectioning along the layers caused the sample to break into small lengths and curl.

Buckling within these lengths was also troublesome. A micrograph of a specimen

prepared in this manner is shown in Figure 3.4. All other specimens referred to in this

section were microtomed with the knife cut made through the layers. After microtoming,

ttre sections were collected on copper grids or carbon coated copper grrds.

3.3.2 Electron Microscopy

Specimens were examined in a Philipsll 420 tansmission electron microscope

using an accelerating voltage of 100keV. The use of lower beam energies was precluded

since this would require thinner sections which are more prone to distortion and tearing

during the sectioning process. The specimens were imaged both in bright field and

diffraction mode.

gAreal 
densities may be converted to approximate rayer thicknesses using pr(Ta) - 0.a6xl0*es)

atoms.cm-3 and pr(Ge) = 0.43x104 atoms.cm-3.

l0sectioning was done on an ulracut E microtome, ReichertJung, Vienna" Austria

llPhilips, Electronic Instruments Co., USA.
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Figure 3.3 Microome sectioning of multilayer embedded in resin block. Knife cur made (a) along the
layers and (b) across the layers.

3.3.3 Results

Cross-sections of multilayers from every evaporation were examined. Typical
micrographs are shown in Figures 3.5-3.7.

Morphology

TEM confirmed the number of layers and identified layering faults in some early samples

(see Figure 3.8 for example). The layers were continuous over the length of the section
(typically of the order of 0.2mm) wittr no evidence of island formation in Ta layers as thin
as -15A. Moreover no significant variation in the layer period, either along the length of
the section or across the multilayer, was observed.

The interfaces were reasonably uniform although some small scale roughness was

evident in most cases. (This is in addition to the larger scale 'rippling' or 'buckling'
caused by knife damage.) In cases where the small scale roughness is more pronounced

in thinner areas of the section the small scale roughness is also attributed to knife damage
(see Figrne 3.9(a)). However, where the total thickness of a multilayer exceeds -1000A,
layers further from the substrate are clearly less uniform (see Figure 3.9(b)). This would
be the case if the small scale irregularities were formed during film growth. (For a

discussion of the growth of amorphous films see Tang et al., 1990). In most cases the
cause of the observed small scale roughness is not so obvious although it is ttrought to be

a combination of both inherent roughness and knife damage.
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(a)

(b)

TiSu.9 3.4 TEM bright field images of a multilayer that was sectioned by microtoming atong the
direction of the layen at magnificatiols of (a) x 30 000 and (b) r 210 000, Sections prepared in this
mary9r have a tendency o break into short lengths and curl Note ttre buckling nat is evi'dent even in the
straight part of the section.
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Figure 3.5 TEM bright fietd irnage of sample l6lfl{g at a magnificarion of x 210 000. Dark layers are
Tu
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Figure 3.6 TEM bright field images of sample 32t2tvl2 u a magnificarion of x 600 000. Dark layers are
Ta.
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Iigure 3.7 TEM hight field images of sample 306M6 u a magnification of x 135 000. Dark layers are
Ta- Note the structure in the Ge layers caused by elecron beam heuing.
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Figure 3.8 TEM bright field images of sample 2fiBM6 at a magnification of x 95.000. Dark layers ae
Ta. Note the layering fault
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9 TEM bright field images showing small scale non-uniformity. (a) Sample 29Rl,I2 x a
magnification of x 166 000. Layers closer to the substnate ate moru uniform. O) Sample 28BMS at a,
magnification of x 57 500. Layen appear morc uniform in thicker ueas of ttre section. Dark layers in
each casearcTa
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Figure 3.10 Variation in inbnsity affoss amultilayer showing Fresnel fringes for two different values of
defocus: (a)Af = -80004 O)Af = 40m4. lhe image was digitised using a Molecular Dynamics
computing densitometer ard the linescan taken with Molecular Dynamhs Im4geQuurt Software v3.0.
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Layer Thicknesses

The apparent thickness of the layers in an electron micrograph cannot be directly
related to the true layer thickness. A full explanation in terms of imaging theory will not

be given here but broadly speaking, Ta scatters electrons more strongly than Ge with the

result that in the image, the Ta layers appear broadened at the expense of the Ge layers.

The layering period deduced from electron micrographs however represents the Eue

period to a good approximation. Measurements of the layering period deduced from
mioographs ageed within experimental uncertainty with the MBI measurements made on

the "bulk" films.

Structure

The structure of the Ta and the Ge layers was investigated in diffraction mode.

Even for the thickest layers, diffraction spots indicating the presence of crystalline order

were not seen. Both the embedding resin and the mylar substate give rise to diffuse ring

diffraction patterns that obscure any diffuse diffraction rings from amorphous Ta or Ge

that may be present. This is the case even in selected area diffraction since the smallest
diffraction apertue illuminates an area of diameter lpm atthe sample - a much larger area

than that occupied by the width of the multilayer (typically 0.1-0.2pm). Excessive beam

heating of the specimen caused an alteration in the character of the Ge layers, with bright
patches and blobs such as those in Figure 3.7 developing in bright field images.

Although no change in the diffraction pattern was seen, the appearance of bright patches

could be due to the onset of crystallisation. (Amorphous Ge is known to crystallise under

elecfron bombardment - see for example Buckley, 1979).

Boundary Diffuseness

Light passing though a resnicdon or aperhre forms a Fresnel diffraction pattern on

a nearby screen. An electron beam behaves in the same manner, and indeed in TEM
work Fresnel fringes formed at a sharp edge are often used as a focussing aid. A sharp

boundary between trvo materials of different scattering powers, such as the interfaces of a
multilayer, will also produce Fresnel contrast when illuminated by an electon beam.

Ness et d.,1986 and Ross & Stobbs, 1991, have developed a method of estimating the
amount of intermixing at layer boundaries from the Fresnel contrast seen in a through-
focal series of micrographs. The technique involves refining a computer simulation based

on the continuum multislice modell2 until it matches the intensity profile seen

experimentally. This allows the interface diffuseness, the layer width and the
composition profile to be estimated with close to atomic resolution in the systems they

t2see for example Self & O'Keefe, 1988.
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have sn"rdied.

The application of this method to TalGe multilayers was investigated. Although it
proved possible to prepaxe samples showing good Fresnel fringe visibility, such samples

could not be prepared routinely, the most cornmon problem being interface distortion
during sectioning. Intensity profiles taken from a through-focal series of micrographs are

shown in Figure 3.10. The large difference in scattering powers of Ta and Ge and the

increase in elastic scattering due to the disordered nature of ttre layers means that the usual

continuum multislice model is a poor approximation in the case of TalGe multilayers.

Due to the complexity of the problem bo*r experimenally and theoretically the application

of this technique to TalGe multilayers was not pursued.

3.3.4 Conclusion

Transmission Electron Microscopy of cross-sections of the multilayers confirmed

the number of layers and the layering period. The layers appear uniform with sharp

interfaces although the top layers of very thick multilayers are slightly distorted.
Altttough it proved impossible to collect direct sbfuctural evidence it is very unlikely that

either the Ta or Ge layers are crystalline.
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Chapter Four

Resistance Measurement

This chapter describes the techniques used to measure the in-plane DC resistance of
the multilayers from room temperature down to liquid helium temperatures. The sample

resistance was typically of the order of several hundred ohms with a fractional change in
the resisunce as a function of temperature of the order of 200ppm per kelvin. The very

small changes in resistance as a function of temperature demanded careful measurement to

aftain sufficient precision (roughly I part in 105). A four-point probe method was used to

eliminate what would otherwise be significant lead and contact resistance errors. In
addition, thermal gradients were minimised by allowing the samples to warm to room
temperanue over a period of several days, as even small thermal gradients between

sample and thermometer cannot be tolerated. The resistance measurements were
performed in a helium bath cryostat using an insert designed for this project. In the

following sections, the design of the cryostat insert is described as well as the method of
attaching contacts to the samples, the measurement of the resistance and the temperature,

the computer progr,Im written to collect the data and the experimental techniques used.

4.1 Cryostat Insert Design

A cryostat insert was designed for resistance measurements in the temperatue range

1.3 - 300K. The main features of the insert are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The
sample block, including a heater mount and a cavity for the thermometer, was machined

from a single piece of copper. The sample block can acconrmodate tlree samples, 18mm
in diameter. Copper shields are mounted around the sample block to minimise radiation
losses. The sample block and shields are contained within a stainless steel vacuum can.

Thermal isolation of the samples from ttre liquid ninogen orliquid helium battr is achieved

by using thin wall stainless steel nrbing to connect the sample block to the vacuum can.

The vacuum can is connected to the top flange by a ttrin wall stainless steel pumping tube.

The design permitted the insert to be used in either a stainless steel or a glass dewar.
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Helium TransferTube

Elecfrical Feed-ttnough Chimney

Pumping Port

Stainless Steel Rmping Tube

Vacuum Vessel

#?frqn-*

Figure 41 Cryosat insert (to scale).
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Constantan wires of diameter 0.l32mm are used as leads for sample resistance

measurements. Owing to the small measuring currents used, resistive heating of the leads

is negligible, while the low thermal conductivity of constantan reduces the heat flow into

the sample area from the top of the cryostat. The wires are connected to a glass feed-

through at the top of the insert and fed down through the pumping tube, around heat

sinks in the vacuum can and the sample block, to a verro board connector on the sample

block.

The heater was wound non-magnetically with -9m of 0.132mm diameter

constantan wire. The heater leads are heat sunk separately from the measurement leads.

4.2 T emperature Measurement

The temperature is measured with a 20O rhodium-0.57o iron resistance

thermometerl calibrated by Cryogenic Calibrations Ltd. (calibration number 18417)

against standard resistance thermometers whose own calibrations are accurate to within
t3mK up to 30K and t5mK above 30K.2 To simplify data analysis the thermometer

calibration is expressed as a function of the resistance of the thermometer. The fit
approximates the calibration to within flmK below 27K, t5mK from 27K to l00K and

tTmK from 100K to273K. Details are given in Appendix I.
A Keithley 580 micro-ohmmeter is used to make a four terminal measurement of the

thermometer resistance. The resolution of the micro-ohmmeter (10pO on the 2Cl range

and lmQ on the 20Cl range) inroduces a maximum uncertainty in the temperature

measurement of 5mK. The overall accuracy of the temperature measurement (assuming

thermal equilibrium between sample and thermometer) is l5mK.3 Slightly better

accuracy (-lOmK) is achieved below 30K and above 100K.

The ttrermometer is used to measure temperatures below the lowcst calibration point
of 1.485K and above the highest temperature in the reference scale by extrapolating the

calculated calibration curve. Although absolute lemperatue values below 1.485K and

above 273K arc not necessarily reliable, the extrapolation is useful for making
comparisons between samples.

iH. Tinsley and Co. Ltd"

2shndard thermometers Eed by Ctyogenic Calibrations Ltd. have been calibrated at the National physics
Laboratory, U.K. against EPT-76 below 30K and IpTS-68 above 30K.

3The thermometer is mounted on the underside of the copper sample block of the cryostat insert, beneath
the samples (see Figure 4.2).
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4.3 Resistance Measurement

The resistance of the multilayers is measured using samples deposited on glass

substrates. A network for a four-point probe resistance measurement is scribed through

the entire thickness of the film with scribing lines of the order of 0.2mm wide. The

rectangular area of the film over which the resistance is measured is approximaoely 2mm x

6mm . Provided the scribing is done carefully, the uncertainty in the dimensions of the

rectangular section of the film (measured accurately with a travelling microscope)

contribute less than SVo uncertainty to the final measuement of the sheet resistance of the

sample.a Before making contacts to the samples, a small hole is scratched through the

film to ensure that conduction occurs purely in the plane of the layers. (If the contacts

were to be placed directly on the surface of the film, the current would have to first flow
down through the layers). Figure 4.3(a) shows the scribing lines together with the

positions of the contacts.

Contacts to the film are made using fine copper wire 80pm in diameter, tinned with

a lead/tin solder, and attached to the film with indium. Initially the indium contacts were

soldered to the film using low soldering temperatures to minimise thermal damage to the

sample. These contacts were generally reliable but occasionally fell off at low
temperatues. Better contacts could b" t;]#ily soldering a small blob of indium to ttre

copper wire and then gently pressing the bdgln onto the sample.

The circuit used to measure the DC resistance of the samples is shown in Figure
4.3(b). Three separato meters measrue the potential difference across each sample, Vy
V2, and V3. The current.I through the samples is determined from a measurement of the

potential difference Vs16 across a standard resistor Rrta in series with the samples. Thus

the resistance R1 of sample I is given by Rr = Rstd . Vt I V"ta and similarly for samples 2

and 3.

The standard resistor was a 1000 commercial metal film resistor with a quoted

temperatue coefficient of resisance of 15ppm.K-1. Direct measurements suggest a lower
value of 5ppm.K-l at room temperature. Although the standard resistor was protected

from rapid thermal fluctuations by embedding it in expanded polystyrene of low thermal
conductivitys its temperature changed slowly in response to the variation in room
temperature over a 24 hour period. The room temperafire varied between about 24oC

4Note that the contributi on of 5% uncertainty to the sheet resistance of the film from the dimensions of
the sample does not compromise the requirement that the resistance be measured with a precision of at
Ieast I part in 105.

5Endurattrane 3245, Polymer DevelopmentNew Zealand Ltd.
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(a)

Substate

Scribed Lines
Film

Scale:

l*-lcm+l

(b)

Figure a3 (a) Diagram of sample showing scribing lines, and contact positions for the input of the
current / and measurement of the voltage Y and O) circuit for measuring the re,sistance Rv Rzand l?3 of
samples 1, 2 and 3 using a standard resistorRrr6 .
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mid-afternoon down to about 2O"C around midnight causing the resistance of the

standard resistor to change by -20ppm.

A Keithley6 l97A auto-ranging microvolt DMM with 5t/zdigit resolution was used

to measure Vrta. Vt was measured with a Keithley 195A digital multimeter with 5tlzdigit
resolution, V2 with a Keithley l8l digital nanovoltmeter also with 5llzdigit resolution

andV3 with a Keithley 196 system DMM with 6tlzdigitresolution. Absolute values of
the sample resistance therefore had an uncertainty of less than 75ppm (5ppm from Vr6,

20ppm from Rr16 and less than 50ppm from the measurement of the potential difference

across the sample).

A direct current of l00pA is used for all samples. Self-heating of the sample is

negligible at this current even at low temperafures. Measurements were taken with the

current in the forward and reverse directions to eliminate thermal offsets in the voltage.

4.4 Computer Program

A computer program was written to control the current to the samples, collect
readings from the meters, calculate and display the temperature and the resistance of each

sample and save the results to disk for later analysis. The program was written using

ASYSTT software for an IBM compatible PC.

To fully automate the collection of data, the current through the samples needed to

be controlled from within the computer program. A simple circuit connected to the printer

port of the computer and fed by a constant curent source allowed a signal generated

within the program to reverse the direction of the current and to turn the cwrent on and

off. Details of the contoller circuit are given in Appendix tr.

The program is menu driven. The data acquisition menu or the ptotting menu may

be chosen from the main menu. From the plotting menu, previously stored data can be

retrieved from disk and plotted either to the screen or printer. The data acquisition menu

launches the data collection routines of which four are available. The first simply
displays a continuously updated measurement of the temperature and is useful for
monitoring the temperature where a more time consuming measurement of the sample

resistances is not required. The remaining three routines measure and store the resistance

as a function of temperatue either "manually", "semi-automatically" or "automatically".

In the manual mode each reading must be triggered by a keyboard command and the

6Keirhley Insrruments, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

TAsyst Software Technologies,Inc., New York.
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crurent is switched by the user when prompted by the program. In the semi-automatic

mode, readings are again triggered by a keyboard command but the curent is switched

automatically via the current conholler. In the fully automatic mode, both the niggering

of readings at set intervals, and the switching of the current, are performed by the

pro$am with no input from the user. Data presented in this thesis was collected using

the automatic routine, although the other routines proved useful in preliminary
measurements.

Once a routine to measure the resistance as a function of temperature is chosen, the

user must enter a number of details when prompted by the progam. This includes a file
name for subsequent data storage, the sample names, the resistance of the standard

resistor and, in the case of automatic collection, the time delay between consecutive

readings. Once the program has initialised the meters, it is ready to begin collecting data.

In the case of automatic collection, measurements are taken in the following manner:

l. The controller is riggered to switch the current on, in the forward direction.

2. After a two second delay to allow the current to stabilise, all meters are simultaneously

triggered to take a reading.

3. The program interrogates each meter sequentially for this reading and stores the

results.

4. The controller is niggered to rcverse the direction of the curenl
5. Steps 2 &3 are repeated.

6. The controller is tiggered to switch the current off.

7. The temperatue is calculated (as outlined in Appendix [) from the average of the two

measurements of the resistance of the thermometer. (Note that the temperature is

changed only very slowly so that the difference in the two measurements is

negligible).

8. The voltage across the standard resistor and each of the samples is taken as (V, - V-)tZ

so as to eliminate thermal offsets. (Here V* is the measured voltage with the current

in the forward direction and V- is the voltage with the culTent in the opposite

direction.)

9. The resistance of each of the samples is calculated as outlined in Section 4.4.

10. The temPerature and the resistance of each sample is displayed on the monitor and

stored to disk. (The resula are stored both in binary for later plotting in the plot
menu, and also as a text file for analysis in Kaleidagraphs.)

11. The program waits the specified delay time. The delay time may be changed during
program execution. The maximum reading rate (that is, delay time set to zero) is

8KateiOagraph, Synergy Software, Reading, pA.
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four readings per minute.

12. Steps 1.-11. are repeated until intemrpted by the user.

In the semi-automatic and manual modes step I I is modifred so that the program waits for
a keyboard command before returning to Step 1. In the manual routine, Steps 1,4 and 6

are replaced by prompts for the user to manually swirch tre cunent.

4.5 Measurement Techniques

This section briefly describes the process of taking a measurement of the sample

resistance as a function of temperanre.

Three samples are secured in the sample block of the cryostat with nail polish. The

nail polish provides good thermal contact without creating an electrical path from the

samples to the block. The vacuum can is sealed with lmm diameter indium wire. A
reliable seal can be made repeatedly wittr the same piece of wire. The sample space is

evacuated to below 10-5 Ton and then back-filled with helium to act as an exchange gas,

thermally connecting the samples to the bath. Liquid nitogen is used to pre-cool the

system to about 80K at which point liquid helium is Eansfened cooling the samples to

-4.2K. The temperature is lowered below 4.2Kby pumping on the helium bath. The

pumping speed is chosen so as to lower the temperature at a rate of -20mK.min-1. Once

the lowest temperatue is reached (typically 1.3 - t.4K) the exchange gas is removed and

the samples left to w.um gradually. Warming rates are generally of the order of, or less

than, l0mK.min-lup to 25 or 30K. From 30K to 60K the samples warm rapidly.
Above 60K the temperature increases at a rate of less than lOOmK.min-I. The samples

reach room temperature after two to three days. Measurements are taken during pre-

cooling, pumping, and warming. Where two sets of data are taken for the same

temperature range, the data collected at the slowest heating rate are presented.

4.6 Sample Ageing

An important question is whether sample ageing is significant. Three ageing
processes are possible;

- slow diffusion of gases (particularly oxygen) into the layers from the atmosphere

or the substrate,

- migration of Ge atoms into ttre Ta layers (and vice versa) with the

associated possibility of alloy formation at the interfaces and
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- strain rela:cation in the Ta layers.

If the effect of each of these processes is to merely change the magnitude of the resistivity

of the Ta layers slightly, then the length of time which elapses between sample fabrication

and the resistance measurement is unimportant in terms of the interpretation of the data. It
is conceivable however that sample ageing changes the characteristics of electron

conduction.

To investigate the effect of sample ageing the resistance of two samples was

measured soon after fabrication and then again, six months later.9 The room temperatue

sheet resistance increased by 7Vo fot sample 2312G2 and 0.3Vo for 2313G2 while the

superconducting transition temperature moved to lower temperatures by -0.1K (see

Figure 4.4). T1lre main ageing mechanism is therefore most likely to be the diffirsion of
impurities into the Ta layers, since srain relaxation within the Ta layers would decrease

the resistivity while alloy formation is most likely to increase the superconducting

nansition temperaturelO. While it is clear from these results that ageing changes the

purity of the Ta layers, it was found that in each case the second measurement of the

resistance could be mapped directly onto the fust measurement by multiplication by a

constant factor (except for the superconducting region). It is therefore concluded that

while sample ageing may be important in terms of the superconducting tansition it does

not sigfficantly change electron conduction at higher tsmperahres.

9Note that when not in use all samples were stored under vacuum (<10-l Torr) to minimise the in-
diffusion of atmospheric gases.

thtris point will be discussed in more detail in Chaprer 6.
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Figure 4.4 Sample ageing over a six month period. Initial measurements are shown as solid symbols
and later measuements as open symbols. Triangles are sample 23RGZ and circles are sample BUGZ.
(a) After six months the magnitude of the resistance has increased but the form of the resistance is
unchanged above the superconducting ransition. O) The superconducting ransition is moved to lower
temperatues (the resistance normalised to Urat at 4.2K is plotred in this case).
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Chapter Five

Temperature Dependence of the Resistivity

In Figure 5.1 a schematic representation of the variation of the resistance wittr tem-

perature for bulk crystalline Ta (bcc) is compared with that measured for a typical multi-

layer sample. The resistance clearly behaves quite differently in each case. The

resistivity of the mulitlayer is more than an order of magnitude larger than bcc Ta,

increases rather than decreases as the temperature is lowered and shows anomalous

behaviour at low temperatues. In addition the superconducting transition temperature is

lowered in the multilayer samples . It will be argued in Section 5.2 that the measured

resistivity of the multilayers can be interpreted as that of n thin Ta films connected in

parallel. The profound differences in the character of the resistivity of bcc Ta and the

multilayer samples therefore occurs because the Ta in the multilayers is disordered. The

first section of this chapter explains, in general terms, the physical mechanisms

underlying the difference in conduction in ordered and disordered materials, while in the

second section the results are presented and analysed. (Note that the superconducting

transition will be discussed in Chapter Six.)

5. I Theoretical Predictions

5.1 J Disorder in a Classical Picture

To attempt to understand the feanues of the resistivity discussed above, it is useful

to be able to relate a physical picnre of electron scattering to thc conductivity (or resistiv-
ity). In the relaxation time approximation, the conductivity is given by the Boltzmann

transport equation asl

1Sr" fot e*u*ple Kittet & Iftoemer, 1980.

Q=
neizT

(s.1)
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2values are those quoted by Wa*wood & Livermue , LglO,

3see previous foourote.

4Calorimerically determined ransition temperature quoted in CRC llandbook of Chemistry and Physics,
197r.
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where n" is the number of free electrons pcr unit area, m is the mass of the electron and r
is the average time betrveen successive collisions or the relaxation time. The mean free
path / is related to the relaxation time by I =DrG where u" is the Fermi velocity. In this

semi-classical kinetic theory, electronic collisions are neated as random, uncorrelated

events - that is, it is assumed firstly that the motion of an electron emerging from a

collision is not related to its motion prior to the collision, and secondly that the rate at

which a given electron suffers collisions is independent of the distribution of the

remaining electrons. Although there are serious objections to these assumptionss,

Equation 5.1 is convenient point to start the discussion.

If a metallic lanice could be made free from any defects, electrons would propagate

through such a lattice at absolute zero without experiencing collisions - the electrons

would have an infinite mean free path and the metal would have an infinite conductivity
(or equivalently, zero resistivity). The finite conductivity of real metals at absolute zero is

due to deviations from perfect lattice periodicity such as missing, misplaced or foreign

ions which act as elecEon scattering sites. The resistivity at absolute zero (the "residual

resistivity") will therefore depend on the concentration of lattice imperfections or
"impurities"6 - the higher the level of impurities, the greater the number of collisions, the

shorter the mean free path and the higher the resistivity. Elecrons propagating through

metallic crystals typically have low-temperature mean free paths of the order of several

thousand angsffoms although mean free paths of the order of centimefies have been

achieved in exceptionally pure crystals.

A disordered metal can be thought of (albeit somewhat crudely) as a crystal with a
very high concentration of impurities. If the impurities are predominantly foreign ions

substituted randomly into the lattice, then the metal is described as a metal alloy.
Alternately, if the impurities are for the most part ions displaced randomly from their

lattice positions, the metal is described as structurally disordered or amorphous.
Provided the introduction of high concenhations of impurities has no effect on elecfron

conduction other than to increase the density of elecfron scattering sites, then the simple

arguments presented above suggest that the residual resistivity of a disordered metal

should be much greater than the same metal in the crystalline state. Although the concept

of residual resistivity is not strictly applicabte to Ta since it is a superconductor at low
temperatues, it is nevertheless instructive to compare the low-temperature resistivity of
the ordered and disordered forms. The low temperature resistivity (above the super-

5For a d.iscussion see Rossiter, 1987.

6In [ne with much of the literanre concerning conduction in disordered materials, exrinsic deviations
from perfect lattice periodicity (tlrat is lattice defects and foreign atoms) will henceforth be referred to
collectively as "impurities".
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conducting ransition) of bulk bcc Ta, although dependent on the level of impurities, is
typically less than lpQ.cm which suggests the electron mean free path is greater than

3004. In contrast" the Ta in this study has a low t€mperature resistivity of -220pf,1.cm

and hence, from Equation 5.1, an electron mean free path of 1.447. (The electon mean

free pattrs are calculated using values of n" and u" estimated from a free electron model8 -

details are given in Table 5.1.) Two points are worthy of note: frstly, as expected, the

mean free path in disordered Ta is much shorter than that in ordered Ta and secondly, the

mean free path in disordered Ta is less than the inter-ion spacing. The second

observation imptes that the electron suffers approximately twice as many collisions as an

electron colliding at every ionic site which is clearly unphysical. We are forced to

conclude that the resistivity is much too large to be explained in terms of scattering from

impurities alone. In the next section we discuss the explanation for this 'exta' resistivity.
It is useful to define a Eansport relaxation time ft and a corresponding mean free path /g

as that which would be deduced directly from the resistivity using Equation 5.1. We

shall show that ttr and /6 are not generally equivalent to the total relaxation time rand
total mean free path /. Furthermore, even though /s may be less than the inter-ionic

spacing, / remains well behaved.

5.1 .2 Quantum Interference Effects

It has been assumed up to this point that the high concentration of impurities in a
disordered metal has no effect on elecEon conduction other than to increase the density of
electron scattering sites. In this semi-classical treatment" the possibility of quantum inter-

ference of scattered electron waves is ignored. ln disordered metals however, electrons

are scattered from randomly positioned impurities to form a chaotic jumble of electron

waves in which interference effects turn out to be very importanr A rather clear physical

picture of quantum interference atdefects (QLleO)s has been given by Bergmann, 1983,

TThe mean free path has been catculated assuming thar the density of the Ta in the multilayers is the
same as that of bulk Ta- The true density is likely to be somewhat less than 16.6gcm-3, making the
value of I slightly greater ttran that quoted in the exr The value of I will also be greater if the number
of free electrons per atom is less than the assumed five. Neither of these changes, however, alter the
qualitative conclusions ttrat are drawn.

8It may be more appropriate in the case of bcc Ta to take n" utd v" from a band structurc calculation
such asthat given by Mattheiss, 1970. This would increase the_mean free-path corresponding to the
quoted low-temperature resistivity of bulk bcc Ta from -3004 to -500A. Again, itre quititative
conclusions that are drawn would not be affected.

9This acronym was inroduced by Bergmann. The original theoretical reaunent of QUIAD was as the
weakly disorderpd limit of disorder induced electron localisation. Hence the phenomenon of QUIAD is
often refened to as "weak localisation".
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Quantity Symbol Given by Value

Atomic Mass

Mass Density p^

Number of conduction Ze

electrons per atom

Radius of sphere rs

whose volume is

equal to the volume

per conduction

electon

Conductionelectron n. NelPm 2.76x lQzr 6gsrng.em-3

density A

180.95 B.mol-t

16.6 g'cm-3

5

0.es Affi)'

Fermi wavevector kF (3thn")tB 2.01 A-1

Fermivelocity DF l*F 2.34 x 106 m.s-r

m

Fermi energy er ffikr, 15.5 eV

Transport mean free lu ilvr
pattr Pn"&

2m

1 lot 
11

lO/pfi.cm/

Table 5.1 Free elecbon values for Ta
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Figure 52 Three possible paths for an electron diffusing between points A and B.

and also Alt'shuler & Aronov, 1985. A brief summary of this description is given

below.

The problem is modelled as that of a free and independent electron diffusing
through an imperfect lattice, that is, the electron is described as a plane wave, and

electron-electron interactionsl0 are ignored. The picture of electron diffusion is as

follows. On colliding with a defect the electon will be elastically scattered. Following
the collision, the elecfion will continue to propagate as a plane wave but with a new

momentum (note that the magnitude of the momentum remains unchanged - only the

direction of propagation is affected in the collision). After some time, the elecnon will
encounter another defect and will be scattered into yet another eigenstate of momentum.

The electron's motion is made up of many such steps and the path traced out resembles
Brownian motion. A time %may be defined as the average time betrveen elastic scatter-

ing events, or equivalently the lifetime in an eigenstate of momentwn.

Consider now an electron diffusing benreen two points A and B (see Figure 5.2).
The electron may Eavel via any one of an infinitc number of paths. If the amplitude of the
probability for an electon to haverse any grven path i is A; then the total probability that

the elestron diffuses from A to B is

l o , l'= ? lo,l' * 7, '+, el

thne importance of elecEon-electron interactions will be discussed in Section 5.1.5.

(s.2)
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The first term of Equation 5.2 represents the classical probability of diffusion from A to
B, while the second represents interference between different paths. Two different types

of paths may be distinguished (see Figure 5.2); seH-avoiding paths such as paths I and2
and self-intersecting paths such as path 3. Any two self-avoiding paths will not, in
general, be of equal length so the wave functions will not be in phase at point B. Thus

the interference terrn averages to zero when summed over all pairs of self-avoiding pailrs.

This is not true however, for self-intersecting paths. The probability of an electron

ffaversing the loop of a self-intersecting path (such as that beginning at point O in path 3)

is equal for propagation in either the clockwise or anti-clockwise direction. Because the

electron encounters the same scattering potentials ftaversing each path, the amplitude in
the final state is independent of the direction of loop propagation (that is, A, = A* = A ).
Moreover, the total phase change for each path is the same because the phase evolves as

Etlh and for each step in the clockwisepath of duration f, and energy E, there is a

corresponding step in the anti-clockwise path. The total scattered intensity at the point 0
from the two complementary scattering paths is therefore given by the coherent

superposition of the waves, that is

lo" * t,"1, =lo"l, * le*lt + Ar*An+ AAn* = 4lAIr. (s.3)

If the waves were not phase coherent then the total scattered intensity would be only
I l^

zlAf . Thus the constructive interference of scattered waves gives rise to an enhanced

probability of finding the electron at point O and hence a reduced probability of finding it
at point l.ll It follows that the conductivity will be /ess than the Boltzmann value.

Inelastic scattering events, which destroy phase coherence, become more cofilmon as the

temperature is increased.l2 As a result, constructive interference at points of self-
intersection in the electron's path becomes less probable and the contribution to the

resistivity from quantum interference diminishes with temperature, that is, a negative

temperatwe coefficient of resistance (TCR) is expected.

The fractional change in the Boltzmann conductivity when interference effects are

included may now be estimated. From the preceding discussion it is clear that the
fractional change in the conductivity will be negative and proportional to the probability
that the electrons path intersects itself before the elecnon suffers a phase destructive
scanering event. Thus

llNote that an enhanced qobability of finding the electron at point O is equivalent ro considering the
electron to be "weakly localised" at O.

l2This point will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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60 fu.)uz.dt;- Joffi
4

(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

(see Appendix trt). Herc c6is the time over which the wave function retains its coherence

or the phase relaxation time, l, is the electron wavelength, u the electron velocity and D

the diffrrsion constant. Carrying out the integration and setting Ln= t[or, gives

60- " * const.
hLo

This result was originally derived from scaling arguments in papers by Abrahams et al,

1979, Anderson et aI, 1979, Gor'kov et aI, 1979 and Kaveh & Mott, 1981(a), 1981(b)

&1982(a).

One of the sriking features of QUIAD is the strong dependence on the dimensions

of the sample. As the electron is constrained to move in a reduced number of dimen-
sions, the probability that the electron's path intersects itself in time t, increases.l3

Consequently the correction to the conductivity is more pronounced in lower dimensional

systems. A thin film of thickness a may be considered two-dimensional if an electron

diffuses across the film many times between phase destructive scattering events i.e.

a 11Lt Similarly a wire of diameter a may be considered one-dimensional if a << L6
Equation 5.4 may be generalised for a sample of dimensionabty d

rp

6o lo ,luz.dt

-{ 
_o J (ot)on

t
a34

so thatl4

l'-"[

4tn
It

€2,
-L6h

(tJ' d=2

d=l
(5.7)

13For a description of the dimensional dependence of the prohbility of self-intersection in a random walk
see Zallen, 1983.

l4Note c.d= laed,that is o2 is the conductance per squarc and o1 is the conductance per unit length.
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Note that the expected behaviour of the resistivity is qualitatively the same in each dimen-

sion. As the temperatue is raised, phase destructive scattedng events become more
frequent, resulting in a reduction of Q and of the resistivity.

At this point we make two qualitative observations. Firstly, enhanced

backscattering of electrons can explain the 'exEa'resistivity discussed at the end of the

previous section which cannot be explained by impurity scattering in Boltzmann's

equation. Secondly, the negative TCR seen above 20K for all the samples investigated in

this study is not inconsistent with quantum interference at defects. Knowledge of how

the probability of an electron suffering an inelastic scattering event depends on

temperature is required before a quantitative comparison between the theory of QTIIAD
and the experimenal data can be made.

5.1.3 The Phase Relaxation Time

Although QUIAD has been widely accepted as the explanation for the behaviour of
a diverse range of disordered materials, there remains considerable controversy as to the

mechanism governing the phase relaxation time. The phase relaxation time is defined as

the time over which the electron reains its phase coherence. It was originally suggested

by Thouless,1977, that the phase coherence time should coincide with the inelastic scat-

tering time due to eittrer electron-elecEon or elechon-phonon collisions. Later, Alt'shuler
et al, 1981 & 1982, pointed out that r, should be the time in which the phase of the

electron drifts by 2n. If the energy change AE in a single collision is large compared

with the inelastic scattering rate qn-r then the phase change L$ - AEr;Jh is of the order
of unity and q- tin. However, if AE ,, hTin-r it will take many inelastic collisions
before the phase of the electron is altered by 2n. In general they estimate that the phase

relaxation time should be related to the inelastic scattering tirne as

,,-ff\''",. (5.8)

The energy transfered in a single inelastic electron-phonon collision is generally large so

that the phase relaxation time resulting from elecnon-phonon collisions is conectly given
by the inelastic scattering time. This is not necessarily true for electron-electron

scattering. This point will be discussed in more detail below.

By way of analogy with a pure crystal, it seems likely that electron-phonon scatter-

ing will dominate at high temperatures with elecron-elecfion scattering only becoming
significant at very low temperatures. An elecfion may also lose phase coherence due to
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spin-spin scattering. These three mechanisms will be discussed below.

5. I .3 .I Electron-Phonon Scattering

Before discussing the problem of elecron-phonon scatt€ring in a disordered lattice

it is instructive to review the well established result obtained in the case of an ordered

lattice.l5 At temperatures greater than the Debye temperature @p, allphonon modes are

excited. In this regime the number of phonons in any normal mode increases linearly

with temperature with the result that the probability of electon-phonon collisions also in-

creases linearly with temperature. Thus

ilt-pt * T , T, @o (s.e)

where T"1-olis the average time betrreen elecEon-phonon collisions. At low t€mperatures

(T " @d where not all phonon modes are excited, the number of phonons that can scatter

electrons varies as7n. To see this consider the following argument. Electron-phonon

scattering events can be thought of as the emission or absorption of a phonon by the

electron.l6 At a given temperatue the only phonons present in appreciable numbers - and

therefore available for absorption - axe those with energy less than kBT. In the case of
emission, only phonons of energy of the order of ksT arc generated since the elechon

must 'fall'into an empty state after emitting a phonon and the only empty stales are those

within ksT of the Fermi level. Thus for both emission and absorption the phonon energy

hc{qpn) 3ksT. This implies that the phonon wave vector qpl is small and the dispersion

relation ot(qpil = cQphis valid. (Note that c is the velocity of sound.) Hence

kaTqpn- 
n

(s.10)

Conservation of energy and crystal momentum resftict those phonons which can partici-
pate in elecron-phonon scatt€ring to those on a two dimensional surface in momentum
spirce. The condition that hot(qpn) S ksT further restricts the participating phonons to an

area on this trpo dimensional surface of area of the order of Qp*. Hence from Equation

5.10 the number of phonons that can scatter elecfrons increases as7F. However, the

15see, for example, Ashcroft & Mermin, l976,for a more rigorous discussion.

-tuO1ly 
single phonon processes will be discussed here although in principte more than one phonon may

be absorbed or emitted in a single collision.
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electron-phonon scattering rate also depends on the effective coupling betrryeen electrons

and phonons. For small Qpnthis introduces another factor of T to the temperature depen-

dence of c"1-o1r-r. The low t€mperatue elecfion-phonon scattering rate therefore depends

on tempemture as

"r'r-or- 
F, T n@o.

We now turn to the question of how disorder affects the electron-phonon scattering

rate. Provided the disorder is only very weak (that is, Qph-r </ ), the system is said to be

"clean" and Equations 5.9 and 5.11 should be applicable. Howson & Greig, 1986, were

able to explain the temperanue dependence of the resistivity of Cu5sZr56 and Cu5sHf5s

alloys above l00K using the theory of QUIADs with a phase breaking rate due to

electron-phonon scattering varying linearly with T. Similarly Santhanam et a1,1987,

deduced an electron-phonon scattering rate -T3 at low temperatures from measurements

of aluminium films. In the "dirty" limit (qr1 I > /) the situation is not so clear. Several

authorslT have proposed that the elecron-phonon relaxation time at low temperatures

should be modified from ?3 n Tz for disordered materials. The underlying argument is

that the restriction of momentum conservation is relaxed so that the number of phonons

able to participate in electron-phonon scattering increases as T rather than ?". Garland et

al, 1968, point out that the forces benpeen ions should be weaker in a disordered lattice

than in a perfect crystal. This has the effect of shifting the phonon spectra to lower

frequencies, increasing the average amplitude of ionic vibrations and therefore enhancing

the coupling between electrons and phonons. Chakravarty & Schmid, 1986, give a

complete analysis of the problem which takes bottr these factors inlo accounr They find a

Ta dependence at low temperatures and a T3 or Fdependence at higher temperatures for
scattering involving longitudinal and transverse phonons respectively. The explicit ex-

pressions for the inelastic scatt€ring rate due to electron-phonon collisions are

ktT ,,

ktT u

(5.1 r)

(5.r2a)

(krT)3

lunMcL'

t(ksT)a

hzrnMcl'
-_(t",oor - 

l.

7r((3)
t2

hc,,

I

hct
I

#.
30

17Koshino,1960, Kagan &Zhemov,1966, and Bergmann, 1971.
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ktT ,
(s.l2b)

l(krDa

hzmMctr'
, m Ftcr
rcsl ,< T

where teLptd. and T"1-p1y are the times between electron collisions with longitudinal and

transverse phonons respectively, M is the ionic mass, m the electronic mass, cL and cy dta

the longitudinal and transverse sound velocities and ((z) is the Riemann zeta functionl8.

As discussed earlier the phase breaking rate for elecron-phonon collisions is identical to

the inelastic scattering rate for electon-phonon collisions.

We conclude this section by noting that we have only considered electron-phonon

scattedng in three dimensions. If the effective dimensionality of the phonons is limited
by the size of the sample (a < qpa-L) then the number of phonon modes is restricted and

the rate of elecfron-phonon collisions will depend less strongly on temperature (see for
example Anderson eta\ lng).

5.1 .3 2 Electron-Electron Scattering

Consider fust electron-electron scattering in a periodic ionic lattice. Although the

Coulomb force which governs the interaction between elechons is strong, the elecfion-

electron scattering rate is quite small for two reasons. Firstly, the Coulomb interaction

between any two electrons is reduced due to screening of the interaction due to the

remaining elecfrons and secondly, the exclusion principte restricts the scattering processes

to those where the two interacting electrons are scattered into empty states. This second

consideration leads to an inelastic electron-elecuon scattering rate 6;l - p.
If the underlying ionic lattice is disordered, the Coulomb attraction between

elecEons will be less effectively screened. Morc importantly, electron-clectron interac-

tions give rise to a significant alteration of the density of states at the Fermi level (this will
be discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.5). Schmid, 1974, and Alt'shuler & Aronov,
1979(a) & 1981, predict that the inelastic scattering rate due to elecron-electron scattering

would depend on temperature as

Te,-'l * 7nl2

l8For z > I the Riemann zeta function is given by trVn" so ((3) = l.?-02.

(5.13)
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with the constant of proportionality being a function of the disorder. Equation 5.13 rep-

resents the contribution to the electon-elecEon scattering rate from collisions where the

energy transferred between colliding electrons is targe (-7). Alt'shuler et d, l98l &
1982, pointed out that inleractions involving only small energy hansfers could in some

cases give a larger phase breaking rate than inelastic electron-electron collisions. By
considering the influence of an external high frequency electric field, which is equivalent

to the interaction of an elechon with the fluctuating electomagnetic field produced by all

the other electrons, they found

Eir n Plwd) (5.14)

In nvo dimensions it turns out that Equation 5.14 gives a larger phase breaking rate than

Equation 5.13 and therefore

2fih ''("*-)
(s.ls)

In three dimensions the reverse is truel9 and the phase breaking rate should be given by
tro-I, that is

Roe2I ttkaT

Toh

where F is a screening factor averaged over the

Fermi surface. In deciding whether a sample is one, two or three dimensional with
respect to electron-electron scattering the relevant length scale to consider is the diffusion
length^[awhere lais given by

(s.17)

Thus a cross-over in sample dimensionality is expected when the sample dimension a is
of the order of .Ia. Note that Equation 5.16 is only valid if a ,, 14 r, Lland,Equation 5. t5
only if a << Ia ., L* If the sample dimensions are such that h u a ., L0 then re I * -TlnT

+7i12 (see Alt'shuler & Aronov, 1985, for a more complete description).

l9This is true at temperanres less than about 1000IC At higher temperatures the electron-electron
scattering rate given by Equation 5.14 becomes larger than that given by Equation 5.13.
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5.1 .3.3 Spin-Spin Scattering

If an electron diffusing in a disordered system encounters a magnetic impurity then

it will undergo spin-spin scatering in which the spin of the conduction electron may be

'flipped'. As a result of spin-flip scattering, the two final wave functions from the com-

plementary scattering paths considered in Section 5.1.2 will differ in their final spin states

and therefore the constructive interference will be destoyed. The average time bet'ween

magnetic scattering events ts will be independent of temperature provided tr, is much

greater than r".

5.1.3.4 Sumnary

The phase breaking rat€ is often written as

L=BrP
ta

(s.18)

where B is a constant and p depends on the size of the sample, the degree of disorder, the

temperature and the phase breaking mechanism. Where more than one independent phase

breaking mechanism is important it is generally assumed that the total phase breaking rate

is given by the sum of the individual rates.

An order of magnitude estimate of the various scattering rates for disordered Ta can

be made using the values in Table 5.1 and taking cr = 2036m.s-1, c! = 4159m.s-l (see

Kaye & Laby, 1986) andp = 200pCl.cm. The results are given in Table 5.2 overleaf.

Notice that the electron-phonon scattering rate is greater than the electron-electron

scattering rate at high temperatures while at low temperatues the reverse is tnre. Notice

also, that the dominance of electron-electron scattering extends to much higher

temperatures than would be expected in ttre case of a pure crystal.

5.1 .4 Spin-Orbit Scattering

One of the most surprising features of the theory of quantum interference in
disordered materials is the effect of qpin-orbit coupling. Hikami et al, 1980, calculated

that the presence of spin-orbit coupling should not merely destroy the constructive
interference as is the case for elcctron-phonon and electon-electron scattering but rather it
should give rise to destructive rntprterence. The correction to the resistivity is then
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Scattering Mechanism Phase Breaking Rate / s-t

lK 10K 100K 300K

p

electron-phonon

"clean"

electron-phonon
,rd.rtyrl

0.3x10r5 1x10r5

low temperatue

- longitudinal

- transverse

high temperanre

- longitudinal

- transverse

5x103 50xl0o 0.5x10r2

0.2x106 2x10e 20xl0r2

4

4

- 20xl0t2

0.2x10r5 2x1015

electron-electron

"clean"

electron-electron

"dirt)t"

3x106 0.3x10c 30xl0e 0.3x10r2

two dimensions

three dimensions

20x10e 0.2x1012 2xl0t2 6xl0rz

8x107 2xl0e 80x10c 0.4x1012

Table 52 Order of magniurde estimale.s for the phase brcaking rates in disordered Ta using hee electron
values from Table 5.1 and other values as noted in the text. In two dimensions the electon-electron
scanering rate depends on the fiIm thictness - here the thickness is taken to be l0A. Note that the
tempenilure ftclftsl separating the high and low temperahre regimes in "dirty" electron-phonon scattering
is -100K for scattering from transverse mode,s and -210K for scacering ftrom longitudinal modes.

positive rather than negative. Bergmann, 1982(d), explained this result using the

physical picnre introduced in Section 5.1.2.

Spin-orbit coupling will causc the spin of a diffrrsing electron to be slightly rotated

in a collision with an impurity. After traversing the loop of a self-intersecting path, the

elecfron will have undergone rnany such infinitesimal rotations. The final spin state of ttre
electrons traversing the loop clockwise so will be related to the initial state s by a finite
rotation R, that is,

3

2

ti
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(s.1e)

An electron Eaversing the loop in the opposite direction will suffer the same infinitesimal

rotations but in the opposite direction and sequence so that

,fgc = ft-l'g. (s.20)

R may be written (Feynman, l97I)

(s.21)

where 0, $ and V arc Euler angles glving the orientation of the final state relative to the

initial state. The interference amplitude A.*Arr+ AAn* will now be modified by the

scalar product (s" ls." I = (R.s lR-l.s.). Writing s - (a,b) gives

(R.s )*(ft-t .s) = cos2(el2)laa*s-i(Q+ur) + frg*s;($+tnf

- (aa* + bb*)sin2(02)

- }in14[o 
*b(e-i| + eiv ) + ab*lsio + e-iD] G.Zz)

If there is no spin-orbit coupling then the spin of the electron will be unchanged by the

scattering process so that 0 = 0 = ty = 0, and the scalar product (s, ls"" ) is equal to

aa* + bb* = l. In this case the interference term is unmodified and the problem

reduces to that considered in Section 5.1.2 as expected. In the presence of shong
spin-orbit coupling the orientation of the final spin statc will be random. The first and last
tenns in Equation 5.22 average to z€ro when integrated over 4n ( the rotational periodicity

of the elecnon) and the scalar product is ttrerefore grven by

(cos(0/2)ei(0+v)tz isin(012)e-i(fv)t2
R=l

Psin(0/2)ei(Q-v\t2 cos(012)e'i(0+vltz

4rc 4n 4n

(s" rs.", = #J- sinz(otz)deJdrlo, = -, (s.23)

Thus the interference amplitude is re&tced by a factor of two and opposile in sign. This
destructive interference of scattered waves reduces ttre probability of finding the electron
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at point O (Figure 5.2) and therefore increases the probability that the elecuon diffuses

from A to B. The correction to the conductivity is now positive. As the temperatwe is

increased an electron traversing the loop in the clockwise direction will not undergo the

same infinitesimal rotations as an electron traversing the loop in the anticlockwise

direction because of phase destructive scauering events. Thus the destructive inlerference

is progressively destroyed as the temperature rises. At some temperature the orientation

of the final spin states relative to the initid states will be entirely random, that is the scalar

product (s, ls"" ) = 1, and the constructive interference arising from the interference

amplitude A.*A,.+ A.A""* will be revealed. In terms of the resistivity, this gives a

positive TCR at low temperature where spin-orbit effects dominate turning to a negative

TCR at higher temperatures. The temperatue at which the maximum in the resistivity

occurs will depend on the relative strengths of the spin-orbit and the phase destructive

scatt€ring.

5.1.5 Summary: Quantum Interference Effects

The full equation for the conection to the conductivity due to quantum interference

in a disordered material, including the effect of spin-orbit scattering in two dimensions is

(Hikami et a1.,1980)

6o/ = r*'ftn(r,-')- in(""')- a(r"")l

where ro-l is the elastic scattering rate from impurities,

tr-r =frro-t +lq-r * 7or,

Tz-r =24-r + t;r,
o2

Loo= 
,"r^ = 1.23 x l0-s O-1,

(s.24)

(s.2s)

Go-l is the spin-orbit scattering rate and the conribution to the phase breaking rate from
spin-spin scattering is given explicitly. In three dimensions (Fukuyama & Hoshino,
1981)

1t6€ = L* # F,IM{ -\[Ml+ corut. (s.26)
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Figure 5.3 Quantum interference correction to the resistivity (normalised to the resistance at 300K) for
different spin-orbit scattering rales (in (pslt). Dotted line denotBs the transition from weak localisation
(above the line) to weak anti-localisation (below the line). Curves calculated using Equation 5.24 with
r,-r = 0.01(ps)'r and tir =0.V27 Glsft (that is, electron-electron scattering in two dimensions - see
Table 5.2).

wheretheconstantisof theorder of L*l 1".

In general t -l and ?ro-1 are several orders of magninrde 
le{ter than r;1 and do

not connibute significantly to the conductivity. Equations g.# and 5.26 reduce to
Equations 5.5 and 5.7 and the resistivity increase.r as the temperature is lowered.
However at low temperafiues rt1 may become small enough that rso-l and c;l arc of the

same order of magnitude so that behaviour characteristic of weak antilocalisation is

revealed (that is, thc resistivity begins to decrease as the temperature is lowered - see

Figure 5.3). A cross-over from a negative TCR to a positive TCR at low temperanre is

expected in disordered Ta since Ta is a strong spin-orbit scatterer.

The theory of weak localisation of QUIADs was originally derived in the limit of
weak scattering, that is, kpl > l. Although it is not obvious from the discussion that has

been given here, this limit arises because the expressions for 6'oal are derived from
perturbation theory involving an expansion to only first order in (&rf-t. For strong
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scattering materials, that is materials for which the above condition is not satisfied, higher

order corrections may be required. Morgan et al., 1985, and Morgan & Hickey, 1985,

analyse the problem for strong scatterers and Bloch states rather than weak scatterers and

plane waves states and find that higher order terms may be neglected provided kFl > |
(rather than /cpl > l).

To interpret the measured conductivity and its temperature dependence, the

magnitude and temperature dependence of the normal conductance must also be

considered. Howson, 1984, argues in the following manner. The total conductivity will
be given by o -- o, + d'oot. By writing n, = kF3/3fi2, Tlm = llhkp and l't = lo-r + lin-r
(where /;r, is the temperature dependent inelastic scattering length) Equation 5.1 for the

Boltzmann conductivity may be separated into a tomperatue dependent and a temperature

independent term:

os(T) =
kf,rohn

(s.27)e2

3lAh !4"s,u1rQ+ #)lo + l;n

The total temperature independent term oo is then

o"=I;ffi cr"r"P - r)

and the total temperanue dependent term ( in three dimensions)

(s.28)

o(T)=t""'|+{G,-1 + ?,o-1 * Ir;t -+ffi
LlD 21D

Three cases arise; (l) for very weak scattering (p < 50pQ.cm) the normal conductivity

dominates causing the conductivity to decrease with increasing temperature, (2) for weak

scattering (50p^Q.cm < p < l50ptf,t.cm) quantum interference effects become important at

low temperatures causing a low temperature maximum in the conductivity and (3) for
strong scattering (p > 150p,fr.cm), quantum interference effects dominate the temperature

dependence of the conductivity at all t€mperatures so that the conductivity decreases with
increasing tomperatue. This is the origin of the Mooij correlation discussed in Chapter

One.

l<t-arffi]
(s.2e)
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5.1 .6 Electron-Electron Interaction

The corrections to the conductivity discussed so far arise from the theory of
quantum interference effects which is essentially a non-interacting theory. In this section

the importance of electron-electron interaction in disordered media will be discussed.

ln a pwe crystal, it is conceivable that the electron cloud is suffrciently uniform ttrat

interactions between electrons merely alter the average field experienced by an individual

electron. This picture oversimplifies the problem. Although the average electron density

is uniform, there will be local fluctuations in density which will be felt throughout the

electron cloud on account of the long range of the Coulomb interaction. A quantum

mechanical analysis treating the Coulomb force as a small perturbation suggests a high

probability for pairs of interacting electrons to make transitions involving small

momentum changes. A strong singularity in the density of states near the Fermi level is

also predicted. Coulomb repulsion makes it favourable for electrons to remain well
separated so that there is an area surrounding each electron from which all other electrons

are effectively excluded. Such a gap in the electron cloud (or'correlation hole') acts as a

positive charge, reducing the the potential of a given electron that is seen by all the other

elecEons. The singularity in the density of states disappears when the bare Coulomb
potential is replaced by a short ranged or screened Coulomb potential. It is concluded

finally that the predicted properties of pure crystals show no new features as a result of
including the interaction between elechons - they are merely given by a renormalisation of
the results found in the independent elecEon approximation.2o

This is not so in a disordered material. Alt'shuler & Aronov, 1979(b) fust showed

that impurity scattering during the time of interaction causes a gap in the density of
smtes2l near the Fermi level even when screening is included in the analysis. This
so-called "Coulomb' or 'correlation gap" leads to corrections to the temperature

dependence of the conductivity as well as other electronic properties (Alt'shuler &
Aronov, 1979(c), and Alt'shuler et al, 1980(b)). Although it was initially thought that

electron-electron interactions and QUIAD's were competing mechanisms for the

explanation of the observed properties of disordered materials at low t€mperatures, it is
now thought that both mechanisms are important. In particular the total correction to the
conductivity should be given by the sum of the individual corrections from electron-
electron interactions and QUIAD's.

2hor a more detailed discussion see Ziman, 1960.

21In a disordered material, tfie absence of periodicity means /c is not a good quantum nurnber, nor is a
band structure meaningful. The density of states however, remains a Valid description of the electron
states (see for example Elliott, 1990).
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Elecron-electron interactions are treated using pernnbation theory by evaluating the

Kubo diagrams within the formalism of Green's functions. The diffusion or particle-hole

channel describes the interaction between electrons which differ little in energy and

momentia while the Cooper or particle-particle channel describes the interaction between

electrons with a small total momentum. Both Harree terms (which describe the effect of
the elecfron cloud on a given electron as a change in the average field) and exchange tenns

(which describe correlation effects taking the Pauli exclusion principle into consideration)

are calculated in each channel. The results for the conertions to the conductivity,

omitting the derivations, will be presented below. For a comprehensive review of the

theory see, for example, Alt'shuler & Aronov, 1985.

5.1.6.1 The Diffusion Channel

To evaluate the Hartree term it is sufficient to use a static screened Coulomb
potential given by the bare Coulomb potential V6 times an exponential damping factor,

that is
rtz

Vs = 169-r'r -- e-K'r

where ris the inverse screening length. However, the finite duration of the interaction

becomes important for the calculation of the exchange term. Instead of the static screened

potential given above, a dynamically screened potential is required. The Fourier
bansform of the static potential is modified;

v(q)= !ot' , -)q.+K;

v(g) = -,'..*' -)
lQl * K2

4rez

(5.30)

(5.31a)

".qffi)
where K3 = K = 1[rW4 and AE is the energy fiansfer. The effective potential is now

short ranged and dependent on the energy transfer. Note that in low dimensional
systems, screnning is much less effective since only the fraction of the electric flux which
lies within the sample can be screened by the electon cloud. For example, in two
dimensions Equation 5.31a above is modified to

2neT

,nr.-r(ffi) (s.3lb)
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where r2=le2x2t% (nz is the density of states in trvo dimensions) or 12 =l#a in the

quasi two dimensional case. The reduction in the efficiency of screening in reduced

dimensions is partially responsible for the enhancement of interaction effects in ttrin fitms

and wires relative to bulk samples.

The total correction to the conductivity in the diffusion channel, (D), in d
dimensions Oofl is then calculated as

6oP' = - 1",x,' 4flh
ftBT\-uz
atD) '

2k,
Y--

K

6of)= Urr^(T),

czLteo;''.e2

4fizh
(s.32)

where Cr = - 3r[21va ((+) = 4.91 and Ct =,{olg((b = 0.915. For the Harnee term },4 =
-2F where F is the screening factor innoduced in Equation 5.16 and is a function of the

disorder. In a free electron model, the screening factor is

r =ltne * x2), (s.33)

(see Rosenbaum et al., I98t1.zz

For the exchange term )r,7 = t. ttwas initially thought that the total conection to

the conductivity would be given by the sum of the contributions from each of the terms,
that is tuo =f- 2Fprovided F < 1. Finklestein, 1983, showed, in the case of two di-

mensions, that this approach caused a term in La of -tf rcbe counted nnrice. According

to Alshuler & Aronov, 1983, this problem can be corrected by replacing }rdHttt"" = -zF

by - Lz{o,a giving 7'a =I -|Fr,owhere

22lnthepurely rwo dimensional case (Alt'shuler et al. l9g0@),

,=*ft{,#.J.,={'
while Equation 5.33 is valid for three dimensions, thin films and wires.
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Fo,2= -4,

* LoF - (t .ir)''1 (s.34)

For F " l, 6d!) increases with increasing temperatue. More generally, the sign of 6o!D)

depends on the sign of the interaction constant l.a and may either increase or decrease

with temperature. The cross-over in dimensionality occurs when the sample size, a, is of

the order of L7 = 
^t 

DrlW 
^for 

electron-electron scattering.

The elecnon-elecuon interaction can be thought of as anottrer interference problem.

Bergmann, 1987, shows how the Hartree contribution can be described as the scattering

of electrons by electon holograms.

5.1 .6.2 The Cooper Channel

The most dramatic consequence of electron-electron interaction in the Cooper
channel is superconductivity. However, at temperatures greatly in excess of the transition
temperatue (that is, Z- T"rT") when the system is in the normal state, fluctuation
induced formation of Cooper pairs (which is equivalent to elechon-elecfion interaction in
the Cooper channel) still gives important conections to the conductivity. Moreover, the
conductivity of non-superconductors is altered by interaction in the Cooper channel.

Alt'shuler & Aronov, 1985, give the following results for the corrections to the
conductivity Solt' in the Cooper channel for a sample of effective dimension akty d:

Fos=-#1,

6ofcr = e2 . C, .( 4t \r,r.' 2nzh tn(TalT ) \ tlD )

e2 ,l tn(*rrun)f
= - 

zrth'T t"1rn, 1 '
o!"

e2 \U2| , (s.3s)
)

( ksT

[ftD
c3

Fo,,=Tlt. i"-(r +lr )"'],

8(r+p>tn<r *lr I

64") = -
znzh ln(Tg )
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For a superconductor, To is the superconducting transition temperature 7", while for a
non-superconductor To is the Fermi temperature 7p.

Note that superconducting fluctuations directly above the transition, and the

superconducting nansition itself, axe not considered here. In particular, Equation 5.29

does not include either the Maki-Thompson or the Aslamasov-Larkin corrections due to

fluctuation superconductivity. The Aslamasov-Larkin correction is only important for
superconductors near T" and is discussed in the next section. The Maki-Thompson

correction however, remains large far from I" and is also important for non-

superconductors. Although the Maki-Thompson correction will also be discussed in
more detail in Chapter Six, the result for temperatures much greater than the transition

temperature is given here for comparison with the Diffusion and Cooper corrections:

6off-o = -"'- P(n.
Znzh

lz,"[ 
n ', ,

\,^(ry),

d=1,

d=2,

where

FQ) = (s.36)

qn($)

(Maki, 1968(a) &1968(b), Thompson,1970 & l97l and Larkin, 1980). In rhree

dimensions, at tomperatures far from the transition to superconductivity, calculation of the
Maki-Thompson corrction is complicated but is expected to be much smaller Aan 6o!q.

5.1.6.3 Surnrnary

The electron-olecton interaction corrections discussed in the preceding sections

only become important at low t€mperatures. The diffusion, Cooper and Maki-Thompson
corrections for a two dimensional sample are shown in Figure 5.4. Although the

behaviour is qualitatively similar for bulk, three dimensional samples, the corrections are

smaller by about two orders of magnitude.

*
6hzg,p 1

fi2

Un(TolT )l u l,

-ln(TolT ) u 1.
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o
"f 1.05

1.00

0.95

Figure 5.4 Elecrron-electron interaction correction to the resisance (normalised to the rcsistance at 300K)
for a two dimensional sample - "M-T" - Maki-Thompson correction, "D" - diffusion correction, "C" -
Cooper correction, "All" - total electron-electron inrcraction correction. Cunes calculated using dara from
Table 5.1 and taking T"=0.2K

5.1 .7 Summary

The theoretical predictions for the conductivity of disordered materials stem from
three different aspects of the behaviour of electons. Quantum interference at defects
gives rise to weak localization and antilocalisation, the interaction between elecEons gives

electron-electron interaction effects and fluctuation induced formation of Cooper pairs

gives superconducting fluctuations above the tansition t€mperature. Each of these effects
results in temperature dependent corrections to the conductivity. The magnitude and

functional dependence of the corrections depends critically on the dimensions of the
sample relative to some length scale characteristic of the relevant effecl Somewhat more
problematic is the dependence on other, less well understood factors, such as the
screening length in elechon-electron interactions and the phase breaking mechanism (and

its temperature dependence) in the theory of weak localisation.
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5 .2 Experimental Results

The experimental results of the measurement of the resistivity of Ta/Ge multilayers

are presented and discussed in the following section. The analysis relies on the

assumption that conduction occurs purely within the Ta layers. This assumption is

reasonable since the resistivity of amorphous Ge is at least seven orders of magnitude

larger than that of the multilayers in the temperature range investigated.23 Moreover,

tunnelling between the layers is not expect€d provided ttre Ge layers are rather thick.u It
is also assumed that the conductivity is not significantly affected by either the small scale

variations in layer thickness seen in TEM or by any TalGecompounds that may form at

the interfaces. Furthermore we assumo that the electrical character of an individual Ta or
Ge layer in a multilayer structure is equivalent to an "isolated" layer of the same

composition. By making these assumptions the measured resistivity of the multilayers
may be treated as that of n thin films of Ta connectod in parallel. In reality each layer will
be slightly altered by the presence of neighbouring layers. In Appendix IV we consider

the alteration in the charge distribution near a TalGe interface and conclude that the

conduction properties of a Ta layer in a multilayer sample will be equivalent to an isolated

Ta film provided the Ta and Ge layers are not extremely thin. The analysis also hinges on

whether or not the Ta layers are continuous. Evidence from TEM suggests the Ta layers

are indeed continuous down to thicknesses of the order of l0 - l5A.2s The fact that even

the resistivity of nominally SA thict< Ta layers is only trvice that of the thicker layers

supports the assumption that even ulta-thin Ta layers are electrically continuous.

5.2.1 Overview of the Results

The normalised resistance26 of the multilayers as a firnction of temperature depends
in a systematic way on the Ta layer thickness. A selection of the results for different Ta
layer thicknesses ue shown in Figure 5.5. Above 20K, the resistance of all the samples

23See Wiliams, 1990, for example.

24How thigk is thick eno^ugh is rarher a delicate question. Ruggiero et al., 1982, give a tunnelling
length of 8A for Ge, so 50A to t00A should be adeqriate.

2ft ar-enng is still evident in multilayer samples wirtr Ta layers thiner rhan l0 - 15 A but it is no longer
clear that the Ta layers are continuous.

26As discussed in Chapter 4.3 the multilayer resistance can be measured more accurately than the
resistivity.
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Figure 55 Resistalpe nmnralised to 300K for multilayers with Ta laycs (in units of lglsxiemg.srn-z) of
(rop curve o bocom cunre): 2Jfr.2,5.110.3, 6.010.3, ?.?t0.5, 9.tfr.6,11.?fr.7,12t1, 2ltl and
46*3. Inset shows low rcrnperatrne resisance nonnalised to 50K for (top cuve to bottom curve in unis
of l0rsatoms.cm-2): 5.1*0:3,6.Oi0.3, 7.7fr.5,9.710.6 and lt.2*0'.7. rne experimentat points are
plotted in each case.
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increases as the temperature is lowered, the fractional increase being greater for thinner Ta

layers. Below 20K, the resistance of thicker layers (>504) rises to a maximum and then

slowly decreases. At very low temperatures a rapid transition to a superconducting state

is seen. The behaviour of the resistance for Ta layers of intermediate thickness (10-40.4 -

see inset of Figure 5.5) is more complicated. A maximum in the resistance is still evident
at about 15-20K but a second feature at low temperature (less than about 6K) causes a

minimum below which the resistance increases with the lowering of the temperature. As
the Ta layers are made thinner this second feature grows in importance, eventually
dominating the low temperature resistance. For the very thinnest Ta layers studied (-54)
a uniform increase of the resistance with falling temperature was observed with no
nansition to superconductivity down to the lowest measured temperatures.

What then, is the explanation for these observations? I wish to tentatively suggest

the following interpretation. The high temperature region where the resistance decreases

with increasing temperanue is governed by weak localisation. The turnover to a positive
TCR just below 20K marks a transition to weak localisation due to spin-orbit scattering,
although superconducting fluctuations may also be important. Still lower in temperature,

interaction effects become important causing the retum to a positive TCR in samples with
thinner layers. That this feature is largest for thin Ta layers, and not seon at all for thick
layers is anributed to the strong dependence of interaction effects on the sample thickness.

Interaction effects are expected to be small in thick three dimensional layers but should
increase in magnitude as the layers become essentially two dimensional. The
superconducting ransition and its suppression in multilayers with very thin Ta layers will
be discussed in Chapter Six.

5.2.2 Characteristic Length Scales of Conduction

In order to attempt a qualiative analysis of the results, it is important to have a clear
idea of whether the Ta layers are thicker or thinner than the characteristic length scales of
conduction.

With respect to normal conduction, the Ta laye.rs will be three dimensional provided
the Ta layer thickness d7o is very much grealer than the mean free path /. From a free
ele,ctron estimate (see Table 5.1) the mean free path is of the order of a few angstoms so

the layers are indeed three dimensional in terms of normal conduction. This implies that
the correct form of the diffusion coefficient D = urttdisl4l.

The Ta layers will be three dimensional with respect to quantum interference
corrections provided the probability that the diffusing electron collides with the interface
between phase breaking events is small, that is aTa>> L0={orj. An estimate of L6
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requires knowledge of the operative phase breaking mechanism, which itself may be

either two or three dimensional in nature. Hence we must first consider the

dimensionality of the phase breaking rate.

The characteristic length scale for phonons it qon-r =hclkBT = (250/DA. Thus for

Ta layers thicker than -10A and at temperatwes in excess of -100K the phonons will be

three dimensional. Beyond these limits a transition to two dimensional behaviour is

possible. It is more likely however, that phonons extend throughout the entire multilayer

rather than being confined solely to the Ta layers and therefore the appropriate phonon

scattering rates in all cases should be those derived for three dimensions.

For electron-elecron effects (this includes both scattering and interaction) the Ta
layers will be three dimensional provided aro >> Iur where Ie is given by Equation 5.17.

If the diffusion constant is estimated using free electron values, then L1= (300/1F )A.
This implies that very thin Ta layers (ar"> 204) will be two dimensional with respect to

electron-electron effects over the entire t€mperatue range 0-300K while thicker samples

will cross-over from three dimensional behaviour at high temperatues to two dimensional

behaviour at low temperatures. In the preceding section it was suggested that the

resistivity feature at - 5K was caused by interaction effects and that a cross-over in
dimensionality of the effect occuned as the Ta layer thickness was reduced below - 404.
If we now calculate the Ta layer thickness at which Lr(sK) = ctTo wa frnd a7o- 1004.

Bearing in mind that the calculated values of L7 are estimates orily,21 this result is not

inconsistent with the interpretation of the low temperature featue as being due to a cross-

over in dimensionality of electron-electron interaction effects.

We now return to the question of the magnitude of the phase breaking rate. In
Figure 5.6, L6 as a function of temperature is ploned assuming both electron-electron

and electron-phonon scattering contribute to the phase breaking rate. Electron-phonon

scattering is assumed to be in a three dimensional regime while electron-electron

scattering may be either two or three dimensional. In practice the dimensionality of the
elechon-electon scattering makes little difference to L6exceptat very low temperatures,

so only the case of three dimensional electron-electron scattering is plotted for clarity.
Spin-spin scattering is assumed to be negligible. The thermal diffusion length Llis also

plotted for comparison. It can be seen that, although very thin samples will be two

dimensional with respect to localisation effects, the majority of samples will be three

dimensional at high temperatures crossing over to two dimensionality at low
temperatures, the cross-over temperatue depending on the Ta layer thiclness.

27For example Bergmann, 1984, gives L1= 
^[O{zr*rr. 

The cross-over in dimensionality of electron-
electron effects should then be expected at aro - 50A rather ttran -100A. Also, the diffusion constant is
likely !o be lower in these samples than tfre free electron value, firther reducing the Ta layer thiclness at
which the cross-over is predicted
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Figure 5.6 The predicted phase breaking lengtlr Lq (solid curve) and diffirsion length Lr(dashed cunrre) as

a function of temperature.

The preceding dimensional analysis suggests that the range of Ta layer thicknesses

examined in this study span the transition from two dimensional to three dimensional

behaviour for quantum interference effects as well as for electron-electron effects. This

makes the analysis more complicated, not only because it is unclear which theoretical
predictions should be applied (nvo dimensional or three dimensional) but also because

much of the data lies in intermediate regimes wherc neither two dimensional nor three

dimensional predictions are strictly valid. In Table 5.3, calculated values of the constants

inroduced in Section 5.1 and the various charactsistic lengths are presented.

5.2.3 Room Temperature Resistivity

Ta is known to form a number of different thin film phases - body centred cubic
(bcc), tetragonal (F-Ta), and face centred cubic (fcc;.2e While the properties of the bcc

2SSeeBaker, l9?2.
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Quantity Symbol Given by Value

Speed of sound

Transport mean

free path

Densrty of states

Diffusion conshnt

Inverse phonon

wave vector

Thermal diffirsion

length

Localisation length

Screening length

Interaption constant

- nvo dimensions

- thre€ dfunensions

Kaye and Laby, 1986

from Table 5.1 with

P = 200pCl'cm

mkr

h2fi2
1.iw

tu_tu
kBT ' krT

Equation 5.33

Equation 5.34

Equation 5.34

, -lflo,,

t'iF",'

2036m.s-r,4159m.s-r

1.5 A

CT, CL

It

N

D

I.67 x 1047 J-1.m-3

1.2 x tOa m2.s-1

FE- )l , #)r
\r ) \r )

Qpn-r

Lp

1sI

LT

ff)^

F

Fo.z

Fo,c

7rz

Irt

(see Figure 5.6)

0.4s A

0.43

1.39

0.69

0.44

0.41

Dh
w

80

,rN

Table 5J Characteristic length scales of conduction and valuas of consants inroduced in Section 5.1.
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and fcc phases differ only slightly from bulk bcc Ta, B-Ta has a much higher resistance

(I80-22O1tQ.cm) and a TCR opposite in sign and much reduced in magnitude (-

l50ppm.K't)29. In addition Nestell et al., 1982, observed an amorphous phase with a
resistivity of 220pQ.cm and a very small TCR when they evaporated Ta onto liquid

ninogen cooled substrates. The Ta in this study (with the exception of the very thinnest

layers and those with a high concentration of impurities) has a room temperature
resistivity of (20CI50)pCl.cm and a TCR of the order of -200 ppm.K-t. These results

suggest the Ta is forming in an amorphous phase although the p-phase cannot be ruled

out.

In Chapter 2 (see Table 2.2) the impurity concenfration in the Ta layers for each

evaporation was estimated from the deposition parameters and was found to range from a

few parts per million to over 20 atomic percent. Such a large variation is somewhat

worrisome as a large percentage of impurities could conceivably alter the properties of the

Ta layers making comparison between samples prepared in different evaporations of
questionable validity. In Figure 5.7 the resistivity is plotted as a function of Ta layer

thickness for estimated impurity concentrations of less than 0.1?o, between 0.1 and lVo

and more than 1,7o. Although the scatter in the results makes the interpretation of this data

ambiguous, it appears that samples with higher estimated concentrations of impurities

have a higher resistivity. For this reason the following analysis focusses on those

samples for which the impurity concentration is estimated to be less than a few percent.

It also appears that the resistivity increases as the Ta layers beromes thinner. The

gradual upturn in the resistivity with decreasing Ta layer thickness is clearest in Figure
5.7(c) where p varies as l/aro. There tue two possible explanations - either the normal

conductance is reduced in thinner layers or the quantum corrections to the conductivity
vary with the layer thickness. Scattering of elechons from film surfaces (or interfaces)

will degrade the normal conductivity. As the sample (or layer) thickness is reduced, the
probability of surface scattering increases relative to the probability of collisions within
the layer, with the result that the conductivity decreases. For an ordered film, where

elecfrons have long mean free paths, this might occur at a thickness of several hundred

angstroms, but for the samples in this study the critical thickness is of the order of a few
angsftoms. The normal conductivity is also affected by the degree of disorder (since the
level of disorder determines /"). As thc layers are made thinner it is possible that they

become more disordered. Quantum interference effects also depend on the film thickness

and the degree of disorder via the phase breaking and elastic scattering rates.

Unfortunately it is not possible to sepaxate the variation in the normal conductance with

29Originatty Read & Altman, 1965, found a TCR of +100ppm.K'l but Schwartz et al.,1972, showed
that a positive TCR indicates the pnesence of some fraction of ra in the bcc phase.
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Figure 5.7 Room tsmperature resistivity as a function of Ta tayer thickness and estimarcd impurity
concentration (a) greaterthan l% (b, between 0.1% and l% and (c) less thm0,.l%o. Curves are fits to the
data of the form p 7 Llarn
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layer thickness from that due to quantum interference effects from the resistance data

alone.

Shown in Figure 5.8 is the room temperature coefficient of resistance,

rcR(3ooK) =*(rhn . #1,,,*, (s.4r)

which shows a similar trend, that is, a gradual upturn with reducing Ta layer thickness.

There is less scatter in this data because the calculation of the TCR does not require

knowledge of the Ta layer thickness. Notice also that the TCR is slightly larger for
samples with higher esimated impurity concentrations. The data show that the

dependence on layer thickness cannot be attributed to surface scattering since surface

scattering is a temperanue independent scattering process to a first approximation, so that

as the layers become thinner, and surface scattering becomes increasingly important, the

TCR should tend towards zero.30 This is clearly not so here and another explanation

must be sought. In the theory of weak localisation, the TCR depends on the phase

breaking rate. If the phase breaking rate is independent of the sample dimensions (as is

the case for mechanisms in a three dimensional regime) then the TCR should also be

independent of thickness. Conversely, a phase breaking rate which depends on the

sample dimensions should give rise to a TCR which also depends on the sample

dimensions.

5.2.4 High Temperature Results

In this section the high temperature (10G300K) results are discussed in terms of the

theoretical predictions presentcd in Section 5.1. In this temperature range the measured

conductivity increases with temperature. It will be assumed that the temperahue

dependence of the normal conductance is negligible compared to that of the quantum

interference corrections. Spin-spin and spin-orbit scattering will be neglected since

temperature dependent phase breaking mechanisms become much larger at high
temperatures than these temperatrne independent mechanisms. Referring to Table 5.2,it
can be seen that above l00K the electron-phonon scattering rates (either in the "clean"
limit or from tansverse modes in the "dirty" limi| far exceed those for electron-electron

scattering. Note that interaction effects are not important at high temperatues.

It is not possible to determine the phase breaking rate and its temperature

30See for example Chopra 1969.
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dependence unequivocally from the resistance data. However, by assuming a form for
the temperature dependence of the phase breaking rate, and then assessing how well this

rate describes the data, some progress may be possible. As a preliminary step the data

were fitted to weak localisation theory, with a phase breaking rate given by Equation 5.18

(i.e. rr't = fio) where B andp are allowed to vary. The data were not consistent with the

logarithmic prediction for two dimensions (Equation 5.24) but the three dimensional

square root prediction (Equation 5.26) fined the data rather well. A selection of the fits to

the data of the form

is shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.10 shows the difference between the fitted curve and

the measured points for three different samples. There appears to be systematic variations

of the fitted cuwe from the experimental points of the order of several hundred ppm as

well as some scatter in this smooth variation of the order of 50ppm. The large scale

variation suggests either that the Eue temperature dependence varies somewhat from that

which has been assumed or that there are small thermal gradients between the samples

and the thermometer. The small scale scatter is attributed to the liqdt of the accuracy of
75

the resistance measurement (estimated in Chapter Four to be about 30ppm). A number of
parameters may be estimated from the fits. The quantity PlD, from which the diffusion
length Lqma! be deduced, is calculated as

f=o+b7*t2'

P rbltwt? I
D=V^"rL*) = Lat7"

(s.42)

(s.43)

where Llw descibes the dimensions of the resistance path and other symbols are as

previously defined. The elastic mean free path /" can be calculated from Equation 5.28 by
taking the free electon value for kr, and the average distance an electron travels benreen

phase breaking events 163r may be estimated fromle= j1@, The results of the fits to

all the samples with estimated impurity concentations of less than a few percent are

summarised in Table 5.4.

Are these results reasonable? The picture used to intoduce weak localisation was

of an electon diffrrsing through a disordered lanice via numerous elastic collisions with
impurities. Every so often the electron suffers a phase destructive scattering event.
Although the value of /. given above is surprisingly small (less than the interatomic

3lNote that, in contrast, Lp is the average displocemenl of the electron between phase destructive
scaftering events.
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Figure 5.10 Deviation of measured high temperature ruistance from fitted function llR = a + bTpn
(that is, assuming a phase breaking nte t;r = pfP within the theory of weak localisation) for three
different samples: (a) 37f2G6, N7o= (6.0t0.3)x10ts atoms.cm-z (b) 36/1G3, Nyo = (11.5i0.5)xl0ts
atoms.cm-2 (c\ 33RG3, N 7o = (3112)x10ts aromscm'2.
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Quantity Value

p

ptD

B

Lp

assumingD=1.2x

300K

l00K

300K

l00K

t.6+0.2

(0.810.2) x 1015 K-P.s-r

(90+60) x 10e K-P.s-r

(3tt) A
Qn) A

-l.sA

-2s L
-140A

104 m2.s-l

lq

Table 5.4 Summary of results from frtting data to Equation 5.42

spacing32), the distance fiavelled benreen phase destructive scattering events is much
greater than that travelled between elastic scattering events as expected (that is, I" o lq).

Furthermore, the calculated value of Ln is consistent with the fact that three dimensional

rather than two dimcnsional weak localisation predictions are found to give a better

description of the resistivity data. The value found forp would appear to favou electon-
electron scattering in ttre three dimensional regime as the phase destructive mechanism

(see Table 5.2). The agreement must be coincidental however, as is is inconceivable that

electron-electron scattering determines the high rcmperahue dependence of the resistivity
with no contribution from electron-phonon scattering. Moreover the measured value of p
is many orders of magnitude larger than that predicted for electon-electron scanering in
three dimensions.

The results given above were an average over many samples. A closer examination

shows thatp is a function of the Ta layer thickness (see Figure 5.1l). The next step was

32T'he average-interatomic spacing assuming a density of 16.6g.cm-3 is approxim atuly 2.6A. The density
of the Ta in this study is likely to be less ttnn this value giving an even larger interaiomic spacing.
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Figure 5.ll Value of p (the tempenrture exponent of the phase breaking rate) deduced from fits to data
10G300K for samples with estimared impurity concentrations of less than}.l% (solid symbols), between
0.1 and l7o (open circles) and more twr l% (open riangles). Unce.rtainties are of the order of the size of
the symbol.

to try fitting the results assuming that the phase breaking rate is governed by a

combination of two mechanisms with different dependences on temperature and possibly

also on the Ta layer thickness. Since p-1.6 phase breaking rates combining the ?tr

dependence of the phase breaking rate due to electron-phonon scattering in the "clean"

limit and theT2 dependence due to scattering from transverse phonons in the "dirty" limit
are plausible although there is no special justification for combining the rates in this
manner.

Setting Tit = to,it + Tq.z't where T6,ft = fi and tj,2-t = r7T and again fitting the

data to Equation 5.26 (that is, the three dimensional weak localisation prediction) gives

equally good fits to the data as the previous fits where the phase breaking rate was taken
as tgt = FTP (compare Figures 5.10 and 5.12). values of the "clean" and "dirty"
scattering rates deduced from the fits are shown in Figure 5.13.

Both the "dirty" electron-phonon scattering rate from transverse phonons and the
"clean" electron-phonon scattering rate appear to vary approximately linearly with Nr;r
for layers thicker than -10A. The scattering rates are of the order of l-2 x lQrs s-r a1
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300K agreeing well with the predicted values (see Table 5.2). The variation with Nr,-l
(or equivalently a7,) is a little pazding however. The "dirty" electron-phonon scattering

rate from transverse phonon modes given by Equation 5.12b is independent of the sample

size. It does however depend on the degree of disorder via the total scattering length / as

does the "clean" electron-phonon scattering rate. Referring to Figure 5.7 we see that

Proo: a7o-t and Since 41o n Nro we find I n Nro provided Proo- /'r and hence we

might expect ["rpr,rr - Nror as observed. It should be noted that the diffusion constant D

has been set equal to the free elecfion value in order to calculate the phase breaking rate.

Such a procedure is not strictly valid and may account for some of the variation of the

calculated scattering rates with layer thickness.

For layers thinner than -104 the scattering rates increase rapidly. Although the

functional form predicted for weak localisation in three dimensions fits the variation of the
resistance as a function of temperature for these very thin layers, the conditio n Lq << a7o is

not well satisfied. The explanation for the abrupt change in the behaviour as ctTais made

smaller than -tOA may simply be the result of the weak localisation correction entering a

regime which is neither two nor three dimensional. Alternatively it is possible that the

very thinnest layers are not continuous although the measured conductivity is not

consistent with hopping between islands or clusters of Ta atonrs.

Notp that the description of the variation of the two phase breaking mechanisms can

also explain the variation of p with Nro shown in Figure 5.11.

The theory of quantum interference effects assumes "s"-band conduction. In
transition metals such as Ta, "d"- band conduction may also be important. In the case of
crystalline fransition metals the effective mass of elecrons in the "d"-band is much larger

than that in the "s"-band so that "d"-band electrons do not contribute significantly to the

conductivity. It has been argued that when the mean free path of the "s" electrons

becomes very short (as is the case in disordered metals) the "s" and "d"-band
conductivities may become comparable in magnitude. If this is the case then the
conduction may be best described by a two band model with a conductivity o = o" * oa.

If bothq andoa are described by Equation 5.26 (three dimensional weak localisation

correction) but with a different phase breaking rate for each band then the conductivity
should depend on temperature as o =a +bTPtz+cTel2 wherc a,b,c,p,and q are

constants. The conductiviry of the multilayers is described reasonably well by such a

temperature relation with p = I and e = 2 although the single band models discussed

above fit the data bener.

To conclude, tlte high temperanre resistivity of the Ta layers can be described by
weak localisation theory. The phase breaking rate deduced from the resistivity data
depends on the layer thickness and has a temperature dependence lying benveenT andP.
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5.2.4 Low Temperature Results

Now let us nrn to the low temperature behaviour of the resistance above the

superconducting transition. At low temperatures conduction by "d"-band electons is not

expected to significantly effect the temperature dependence of the conductivity. This is

because the temperature dependence of the "d"-band conductivity results from thermal

smearing of the "d"-band densiry of states and thermal expansion effects, both of which

will be negliglible at low temperatures (see Howson and Gallagher, 1988). However,

quantum interference effects (including spin-orbit and possibly spin-spin scattering)

interaction effects and superconducting fluctuations are all likely to be important at low
temperatures. The resistivity data cannot be interpreted by treating the unknown

parameters in the theoretical predictions as fitting pararneters because they are simply too

numerous. Instead, a number of simplifications must first be made.

By writing the phase breaking ratc as r;L = p7 c and assuming spin-spin scattering

is negligible, Equation 5.24, giving the quantum interference correction to the

conductance per square in two dimensions, reduces to

6orq = rh^T *const. (s.44)

where dq = P for weak spin-orbit scattering and aq = -plL in the limit of strong spin-

orbit scattering. Abrikosov and Gorkov, 1962, predict that the the spin-orbit scattering

rat€ in a metal should vary as

6o-l = ro-r (Ar&)o (s.4s)

(where apsis the fine structure constant andZ the atomic number) and this value is often

quoted in relation to the weak antilocalisation correction to the conductivity33. Hickey et

al., 1986, however point out that this calculation is only first order in the interaction and

as such ignores that part of the spin-orbit interaction that causes spin-flip. Since the spin-

orbit scattering rate entering localisation theory is the spin-flip scanering rate due to spin-

orbit interaction, they argue that a second order calculation is required and therefore (in a
free elecfon estimate) f*'t o. ZE in the context of weak localisation theory. They norc

however that the spin-orbit interaction is sensitive to the exact electronic structure and

there is therefore considerable doubt about the applicability of a free elechon estimate.
Nonrithstanding these objections we note that Ta has a high atomic number so spin-orbit

33See for example Gershenzon et al., 1982, McGinnis & Chaikin, 1985, Santhanam et al., 1987, and
Meikap et al., 1993.
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scattering should be strong in oru samples.

In two dimensions, interaction effects in the diffusion channel also give a

logarithmic correction to the conductivity, that is,

(5.46)

where do=l)r, (see Equation 5.33). The value of ap, estimated from free electron

theory, is 0.70 (see Table 5.3).

If superconducting fluctuations and interaction in the Cooper channel can be

ignored then the conductivity of a purely two.dimensional sample will vary
logarithmically with temperature. The total temperature dependent correction to the

conductivity may be viriuen

^2
6o.D =a^4lnT+cottst.' " 2tt"h

02
6o"(T\=d, "; lnT

2n'h
(s.47)

where d= &o if interaction effects determine the correction to the conductivit!, d= es1

if quantum interference effects dominate and d = &p * %r if both are imporant
Two regions of approximately logarithmic behaviour are seen in the conductivity of

the multilayers. These regions are shown schematically in Figure 5.14 below. The first
region (region I) is seen for thin Ta layers between about 2 and 5K. In this region, the
resistance increases as the temperature is lowered, that is a > 0. In the second region
(region tr), which is seen for thicker layers between 5 and l5K, the resistance decreases

as the temperature is lowered, that is a<0.
Values of the coefficients of logarithmic variation a from fits similar to those

shown in Figure 5.15 are listed in Table 5.5. Note that knowledge of the Ta layer
thickness is not required for the determination of a so that q, may be determined with
some precision. The measured values of a vary with Ta layer thickness but in all cases

they are of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical predictions. In region tr the
measured values of a range from -0.8 for the very thickest layers to -0.2 for samples

with Ta layers of the order of 254. For samples with thinner Ta layers, logarithmic
behaviour of the conductivity is not seen in region tr. In region I, a decreases from 0.8
for the very thinnest layers to 0.3 for Ta layers of thickness - 254. These results can be
interpreted in the following manner.

For the thickest Ta layers, electron-electron interactions are in a three dimensional
regime and hence rather weak. In addition elecnon-electron interaction becomes less
important as the temperature is raised. Thus in region II quantum interference effects
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Figure 5.14 Schematic represenation of the low temperature resistivity as the Ta layer thickness is
varied. Thin layen - curves (a) and (b) - strow logarithmic behaviour of the conductivity with a negarive
TCR in region I, while thicker layers - curve (c) - strow logarithmic behaviour of the conductivity in
region tr.

determine the temperature dependence of the conductivity. The value of a measured for

thicker layers lies in the region -0.7 to -0.8 suggesting that spin-orbit scattering is strong

and thatp = 1.5, that is the phase breaking mechanism is elecEon-electron scattering in a
three dimensional regime.

As the Ta laycrs are madc thinner the layer thickness becomes comparable with the
diffusion length L, nd both electron-electron scattering and electron-elecron interaction
approach a wo-dimensional regime. Thc expected value of a is now givcn by
q= -plL+0.67 = 0.17. While the magnitude of a certainly decreases for thinner
layers, a does not tend towards 0.17 in the limit of thin layers. In fact the logarithmic

behaviour of the conductivity in region tr disappears. However, the conductivity of thin
Ta layers varies logarithmically with t€mperature in region I with a increasing from 0.3

to 0.8 as the layer thickness is reduced. These values of a could be due to either

electon-elecEon interaction alone, or both elecron-electron interaction and quantum
interference effects. Note that x =?*rlrmust be positive so that in the free electron

model, the screening factor F must lie between 0 and I (see Equation 5.33). Allowed
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Figure 5.I5a Low temperanne region of loguithmic variation of the conductivity for a sample with thin
Ta layers (sample 50/3G6, Nrr - 2.5 x 1015 atoms.cm'2). ExperimenAl polnts are shown as solid
symbols (only a few data points re shown for clrity) and the togrithmic fit as a solid line. Deviuions
ftom logarithmic behaviour are evident below 2K and above 5K. Inset shows resisance as a function of
t€mperature (experimental points) for referenoe.
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Figure 5.15b Low tomperaturc region of logarithmic variuion of the conductiviry for a sample with
thick Ta layers (sample 33/3G3, /V1, = (3112) x l0l5a!oms.cm-2). Experimenal points re shown as

goli{ s.ymbgls (only a few data points are shown for clarity) and the logarithmic fit as a solid line.
Deviations from logari0rmic belraviour are evident below 6K and above lOK. Inset shows resisrance as a
function of emperanue (e:rperimental points) for rsf€rence.
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Sample Nro
lQts a1gms.srn-2

a
Region I Region tr

s0l3G6

37lrc6
2t/3G5

43/2G6*

32ltG3

28lrG3

29lrG3

37 /2G6
2913c6

36lrG3

33lrG3

2813G6

30/1G6

3312G3

3313G3

30/2G6

r8lrcz
3013G6

r8l2G2

-2.5
2.7+0.2

3.3+0.2

4.0r0.4

4.6+0.3

5.1+0.3

5.1r0.3

6.ftrO.3

r1.zfl.7
I1.5+0.5

I1.6+0.7

rTtI
2t+I
22tl
3l!2
33!2,

35!2

46fr
60r4

0.8&10.02

0.8GrO.03

0.50+0.02

0.35t0.01

0.46+0.02

0.41+0.02

0.39r0.02

0.3510.02

0.33+0.02

0.31+0.02

-0.2010.05

-0.3410.05

-0.23+0.03

-0.4610.03

-0.75r0.05

-0.8410.05

-0.610.1

-0.8410.08

-0.7J0.1

Table 55 Values of the coefficients of logarithmic variation a at low temperature (see Equation 5.4?).

values for ap therefore lie in the range 0.35 to l. Ascribing the behaviour of the

conductivity in region I to elecnon-electron interaction alone, implies that the snength of
interaction increases as the layers become thinner (and hence fully two-dimensional) as

expected. The value of ap is in reasonable agreement with the predicted free electron

value. Why the temperatue dependence due to quantum interference effccts should no

longer be evident, however, is not clear. If, on the other hand, both electron-electron
interaction and quantum interference effects determine the value of a, then assuming

spin-orbit scattering is strong, and the phase breaking mechanism is two-dimensional
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elecfron-electron scattering, (that is, p = l) then a* = rl2and 0.8 < c, < 1.3. Such an

interpretation therefore requires unphysical values of ar. (Note that assuming p > I
requires even larger values of ap). Moreover electron-elecEon scattering is predicted to

be the dominant scattering mechanism at low temperatures (see Table 5.2). It is not

possible to separate the contribution to the logarithmic dependence resulting from
quantum interference effects from that due to interaction effects from the resistance data

alone.

Fitting the measured conductance to a logarithmic variation as a function of
temperature gives qualitative information about the conduction processes. We have

found that electron-electron interaction effects lie in a t'ro-dimensional regime for the

thinnest layers crossing over to a three dimensional regime for thicker layers, that spin-

orbit scattering is strong and that the temperature dependence of the phase breaking rate

at low temperature is consistent with electron-electron scattering as the dominant

mechanism. To determine the magnitude of the various scattering rates, we turn to the

exact relation for the conductivity. Unfortunately, even when fitting the full theoretical

predictions to the data there is considerable ambiguity in determining each required
pilameter independently. In order to avoid regions where the Ta layer thicknesses are

neither fully two nor three dimensional with respect to electron-elecfron effects (that is
regions where aro - Lr) only the thickest Ta layers are studied. Moreover, only
temperatures above lOK are considered in an attempt to exclude regions where
superconducting fluctuations and electron-electron interaction effects dominate. It is then

possible that quantum interference effects alone determine the variation of the conductivity
with temperature. The high temperature results suggest that the phase breaking length,
lp, which determines the dimensionality with respect to quantum interference effects, is

of the order of 10-804 between 10 and 30K (see Table 5.4). However, owing to the

importance of elecEon-electron scattering at low temperature the phase breaking rate is

expected to increase more rapidly at lower temperatures than this simple extrapolation
would imply (see Table 5.2), and Lgma! be somewhat smaller as a consequence. The

question of the dimensionality is left open and the conductivity data fitted in terms of
quantum interference effects firstly in nvo dimensions, and secondly in three dimensions,

assuming in each case that spin-spin scattering may be neglected.

For two-dimensional quantum interference effects the total resistance is related to
the temperature as

* ull nQ + irr,) - P

z

I_=a
R

nrl (5.48)

(see Equation 5.24) where b = nwLoJr, c = F/trot and a is treated as a free fitting
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parameter. Note that F nd 6"r-r axe not determined independently. A first estimate for c

may be made from the position of the minimum in the conductance. To ensure D is
approximalely equd to the expected value it proved necessary to setp equal to 2.510.1.

The fitted values of c were then of the order of 3xl0a. The temperature dependence of
the deduced phase breaking rate cannot be explained in terms of the models presented in
Section 5.1.3.

The expression for quantum interference effects for threc dimensional samples

@quation 5.26) may be rewritten as

^ttr?'y''f
(s.4e)fr= o. {t

b'

Calculated Values

t"o-t-Blc 2xl014s-1

Table 5-6 Values of conduction pafimetprs deduced from fits to three dimensional quantum interference
theory for low temperanue resisrance dara (lG30K) for sample 30RG6.

bytaking Tit= FTp and r,'r- g. Here b'=n*q"^l-BIDL*/L,andcand aare as

before. Note that in this case c*-r ffid p may be determined independently provided the

diffusion coefficient is known. The data were best fitted by settingp to 1.510.2. Values

deduced by fitting Equation 5.49 to the measured data for sample 30/3G6 are given in
Table 5.6 and the experimental data and fincd curve are shown in Figure 5.16b.

Fitting Parameters

p

^lm
Lo

p
(assuming D = I.2xI04 m2.s -l)

l.4xl0-5 e.K-3/4

6.6x10-3 K-3/4

1.5

(1. 1t0. I )x 10t m-l.K-3/4

(ntg)T-st2 A

1.5x1012 s-t.K-3n
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The curve fitted to the theory in two-dimensions (Equation 5.48) is shown for
comparison. Both curves give a reasonable description of the data. The phase breaking

length calculated from the fitting parameters is of the order of 10-204 suggesting samples

in ttre temperature range 10-30K with layers thicker than 70A should be more nearly three

than two dimensional. By taking the free electron value for the diffusion constant, Fau;rd

Tro'Lmay be estimated. The spin-orbit scattering rate is of the same order of magnitude as

the value deduced from Equation 5.45 but the value of pis orders of magnitude larger

than expected from Equation 5.16 or indeed any of the predictions for the phase breaking

rate discussed in Section 5.1.3. We feel that the most likely cause of these discrepancies

is the fact that we have ignored superconducting fluchrations (Equation 5.36). An order

of magnitude estimate of the correction to the conductivity from superconducting
fluctuations suggests that the correction will be significant particularly on rhe low
temperature side of the fitting region. However, without knowledge of the

superconducting transition temperature it was not possible to fit the data to a combination

of weak localisation corrections (including spin-orbit scattering) and superconducting

fl uctuation corrections.

5.2.5 Conclusion

To conclude this section on ttre interpretation of the resistance of the multilayers we

make the following observations. The variation of the resistance as a function of
temperatue as well as Ta layer thickness can be understood in terms of the theory of
quantum interference at defects together with the enhancement of the elecEon-elechon
interaction in disordered media. At high temperatures quantum interference effects
dominate and the resistance increases as the t€mperatue is lowered in complete conffast to

the resistance of orCered Ta. At low lemperatues the phase breaking rate governing the
quantum interference correction decays to reveal the effect of spin-orbit scattering and

causing a maximum to appear in the resistance between 15-20K. At still lower
temperatures the interaction between electrons begins to affect the resistance. For thick
three dimensional layers the effect is rather small but as the layer thickness is decreased

and screening of the interaction is confined to a two dimensional plane, interaction
between electrons causes a rapid increase in the resistance.

Quantitative analysis, although complicated by the number of competing conduction
mechanisms and the fact that many samples were neittrer fully two nor three dimensional,
has yielded some interesting results. At high temperanues the phase breaking rate
appears to be dominated by elecnon-phonon scattering with a temperature dependence

which lies between the "clean" and "dfuqr" limits. Atlow t€mperatues the origin of phase
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destructive ovents is not so clear. While the temperature dependence of the phase

breaking rate would sesm to point to electron-eleotron scattcring as th€ underlying
mechanism, the magnifirde is much larger than current thoories predict The magnitude of
the correction to the rosistance for ttrin nvo-dimensional layers due to elecuon-electron

interactions however is comparable with theoretical predictions. As expectcd the electron-

electron interaction correction for thicker layers was too small to be separated from other

effects.
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Chapter Six

Superconductivity

The resistance of all the samples in the present study, with the exception of those

with very thin Ta layers, shows a sharp drop at temperatures below 2K associated with
the onset of superconductivity. Preliminary measurements suggest that TalGe multilayers
hold considerable promise as a system for investigating both the interplay between

superconductivity and localisation, and superconductivity in layered materials.

A particularly interesting question has arisen recently relating to the interplay
between localisation, which confines electrons to small regions of space, and

superconductivity, which is characterised by correlations between electrons over large
distances. A superconductor to insulator Eansition atT = 0 is predicted to occur when
the normal state sheet resistance has a universal value of the order of the quantum
resistance for paired elecbons Re = ht(2e)z = 6.45kO/n. Measurements of
homogeneous thin films of lead and bismuth films by Haviland et al, 1989, have raised
the possibility that the threshold for the superconductor - insulator fransition may be
material dependent. It is therefore of some interest to broaden the range of materials that
have been studied in this context. Ta, when prepared in a Ta/Ge sFucture, provides a

good system for studying the superconductor-insulator transition because we have shown
that the Ta forms elecnically continuous layers even at ttricknesses of only a few atomic
layers.

The discovery of high temperatrue ceramic superconductors, in which electrons are
effectively confined to copper oxide planes, has aroused substantial interest in the effect
on the superconducting nansition temperatue of interlayer coupling between effectively
two-dimensional layers. Ta/Ge multilayen present an ideal oppornrnity !o study a model,
layered, two-dimensional system in which the important parameters can be continuously
varied in the fabrication process. Preliminary measurements suggest that increasing the
coupling bet'ween Ta layers by decreasing the Ge layer thickness increascs the transition
temperatEe above that seen for an isolated Ta layer of the same total thickness. There is
also evidence that the ransition from isolated to coupled layers as the thickness of the
intermediate Ge layers is decreased can be followed in the form of the fluctuation
conductivity.
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In this chapter we briefly discuss some exploratory measurements of the transition

from superconductor to insulator as a function of disorder and the fluctuation conductivity

above T".

6.1 Influence of Structural Disorder on fc

Disorder induced localisation of electrons and diffusion enhanced Coulomb
repulsion jointly act to cause a decrease in the transition temperature. I" is predicted to

decreased roughly in proportion to the resiscance per square both for weakl (ftrl > l) and

sEongz (krl - l) disorder. That disorder (as characterised by the resistance per square)

should reduce 7" explains a number of observations for the multilayer samples: the

reduction in the superconducting transition from the bulk crystalline value, the decrease in

T" as the samples age and the variation of I with t]re resistance per square. Each of these

points is discussed briefly below.

In the bulk crystalline state Ta has a superconducting nansition temperature of
4.39K but when prepared in an amorphous or disordered state the superconducting

transition temperature is much lower, in line with the predictions of Maekawa and

Fukuyama, 1981. Read & Alunan, 1965, for example report T" - 0.5K for pTa films

while Aguado Bombin & Neal, 1976, measure transition temperatures between 1.5 and

4.5K for bcc and fcc films. The full superconducting transition was not seen for
multilayers in this study (we discuss here only those samples with thick Ge layers) but
the upper bound of l.3K fot T, in this study is not inconsistent with the value given by

Read & Altman giving further evidence3 that the films are either amorphous or B-Ta
rather than bcc or fcc.

In Section 4.6 resistance measuements made six months apart on the same samples

showed that a decrease in the superconducting Eansition temperature accompanies the

increase in the resistivity as impurities diffuse into the Ta layers. The depression of I"
seen as the samples age, is consistent with the predictions of Maekawa and Fukuyama if
it is assumed that ageing causes the impurity concentration in the Ta layers to increase.

Because the full fransition was not seen, it is diffrcult to assess the variation of T" with the

resistance per square of the multilayers. The value of the resistance at l.4K normalised to

lMaekawa and Fukuyama, 1981.

2Anderson etal., 1983.

3It was noted in Chapter 5 that the room temp€rature resistivity and TCR of the films more closely
resembles tlrat of amorphous Ta or pTa than bcc or fcc Ta
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that at 4.2K (that is R1.a6/Ra.2d is smaller for lower values of the resistance per square

(see Figure 6.1) suggesting that Trmay indeed decrease in proportion to the resistance

per square as predicted by Maekawa and Fukuyama but moasurements to lower

temperanues are clearly needed before more quantitative conclusions can be drawn.

6.2 Superconductor - Insulator Transition

Refening again to Figure 6.1 there is a clear correlation between the sheet resistance

and ttre behaviour of the resistance when extrapolated to zero kelvin - it would appear that

samples with a low sheet resistance will be superconducting while samples with a high

sheet resistance will be insulating. The critical sheet resistance separating these two
regimes is of the order of 2500CUn.

Pang, 1989, describes a simple physical picture of localised electrons that are able

to form Cooper pairs only if they have an energy greater than some critical value. The

resistance per square atT = 0 then depends on the position of the Fermi level relative to

this critical energy which in turn depends on the degree of disorder. In this picture the

resisance at absolute zaro can have only three possible values: infrnity (corresponding to

fully localised states), R. (where R" is given exactly by the quantum resistance per square

for Cooper pairs Rq) or zero (corresponding to superconductivity).

Haviland et al., 1989, have measured the low temperature resistance of
homogeneous thin films of Bi and Pb. They find that for Bi films the T = 0
superconductor to insulator transition occurs at a sheet resistance very close to Rq while

for Pb the transition occurs for R" = 9.5kQ/n. This raises the possibility that R" is
material dependenl

Fisher et al., 1990, describe a model that predicts similar behaviour to Pangs model
but finds the critical resistance R" separating insulating from superconducting behaviour

is R. = ca Rq where c4 is a dimensionless constant, not necessarily equal to one.

Sprensen et d., 1992, use Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the critical resistance R"

and find it depends on the details of the elecnon-electron interaction. For short range
repulsion ca=7!2 while for long range Coulomb interaction ca = l.8l{.3.

From the measurements shown in Figure 6.1 for the Ta/Ge multilayers, we draw
the tentative conclusion that R" = 2500O/n (or ca = 0.4) although measruements to

much lower temperatues are required. Note that measurements to lower temperatures are

likely to increase, rather than decrease, the value of R" deduced from experimental results

since the precursor of superconductivity may not necessarily be evident at 1.3K.
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6.3 Superconducting Flucfuations Above I"

The superconducting transition of multilayers wittr rather thick insulating Ge layers

separating the Ta layers occurs (if at all) below the lowest temperature accessible in this

study. However, by reducing the thickness of the Ge spacing layers, the transition

temperature is increased, bringing it into the temperature range of these experiments. The

transitions for a series of samples all with Ta layers (28t5)A thick but with various Ge

layer thicknesses, are shown in Figure 6.2. Not only does the fransition shift to higher

tomperatures for thinner Ge layers but the width of the transition also decreases sharply.

Lawrence and Doniach, 1971, have described the behaviour of layered compounds

using a model in which adjacent layers are coupled by Josephson tunnelling. They make

predictions for the fluctuation conductivity above T" as a function of the separation of the

superconducting layers. Before discussing these predictions we briefly review

fl uctuation conductivity for uniform compounds.

Fluctuation conductivity describes the experimentally observed rounding of the

superconducting transition. It arises because, although, the formation of Cooper pairs at

temperatures above the transition temperatue is energetically unfavourable, some fraction

of the electrons are nevertheless able to form pairs as a result of fluctuations. Once

formed, the Cooper pairs will not be affected by scattering processes until the pairing is

broken. The enhancement of ttre conductivity from the acceleration of fluctuation induced

Cooper pairs is termed the direct or Aslamasov-Larkin contribution (Aslamasov &
Larkin, 1968(a)&(b)). It is proportional to the density and lifetime of superconducting

fluctuations modes and is given by (Thompson, 1970) as

6oG+)=* 
T.,,-t

(6.1a)

(6.1b)

in two dimensions, and

in three dimensions, where /, is the reduced t€mperatue

T -7.) ------.r_ 
Tc

(6.2)
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and 6 is the temperature independent coherence length. The length scale that determines

the cross-over from two dimensions to three dimensions is the coherence length €(T) =
tu -U2>tr

In addition to the direct Aslamasov-Larkin correction, there is an indirect
contribution to the conductivity termed the Maki-Thompson correction (Maki
1968(a)&(b) and Thompson, 1970).a The Maki-Thompson correction can be understood

as the conribution to the conductivity from pairs of electrons of opposite momentum

formed by the decay of a superconducting fluctuation. These pairs of electrons of
opposite momentum continue to be accelerated in much the same way as Cooper pairs

until one of the electrons is scattered into a new energy state in an inelastic collision (see

Bergmann, 1984). In three dimensions the Maki-Thompson correction merely changes

the Aslamasov-Larkin correction by a constant factor. In trvo dimensions, the magnitude

of the Maki-Thompson conection depends on the inelastic scattering rate but is likely to
be much smaller than the Aslamasov-La*in conection provided tr < 0.01.

We now return to the Lawrence-Doniach model for layered superconductors. If the

period s is large compared to the coherence length perpendicular to the layers then the

fluctuation conductivity reduces to that of a single film. For small s the fluctuation
conductivity has the three dimensional form (Equation 6.1b above) but modified by a
factor that depends on the layer spacing and a tunnelling limit. Note that as T" is
approached the coherence length increases so that all samples will enter this second
regime provided the temperature is close enough to ?..

For disordered Ta the temperature dependent coherence length is estimated to be of
the order of (200N4 )A so that in the temperature region of interest for fluctuation
conductivity (rr " l) the Ta layer thicknesses are much smaller than the coherence length,
that is ar"r, E(T). Thus for isolated Ta layers (that is thick Ge layers, large s) samples

should be two dimensional. As the Ge layers are made thinner (s smaller) there should be

a transition to three dimensional behaviour, seen only close to T" at first, but then evident

over a larger temperature range as s is further reduced.

In Figure 6.3, (1/R - UR4.r'*1't is plotted as a function of temperature for three of
the samples in Figure 6.2 (R4.zK is the resistance at 4.2K). If the behaviour near the

transition is two dimensional then such a plot will be linear, while three dimensional
behaviour gives a square root dependence. The sample with the thickest Ge layers (2" =
1.33K) shows a linear dependence from 1.4 - l.8K (that is 0.05 < rr < 0.35) with a slope
similar to that predicted by Equation 6.1a- Below l.4K the results are ambiguous but
probably due to sample inhomogeneity. The sample with the thinnest Ge layers (T" =

4This is the correction discussed in Section 5.1.5.2 except that here, tempefatures near Tc, rather than
geatly in excess of I", are considered,
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1.81K) shows nvo dimensional, linear variation below -2K changing to squaro root
behaviour near 7". The slope in the linear region is greater than predicted by Equation

6.la by a factor of -7 .It is concluded that the behaviour of the samples with the thinnest

and thickest Ge layers shows good qualitative agreement with the predictions of
Lawrence and Doniach. The superconducting nansition of the sample with Ge layers of
intermediate thickness is quite different to either two or three dimensional predictions and

cannot be explained within this model.

A number of TalGe alloys are known to be superconducting with transition
temperatures in the range 1.8 - 2.5K5 and a natural question is whether alloying rather

than layer coupling effects iue responsible for the results discussed in this section. While
the possibility of alloying cannot be definitively ruled out it is very difficult to explain the

observed dependence of the fransition temperature on the Ge layer thickness in terms of
alloy formation. Note also that the conductivity of amorphous Ge is too low to explain

the enhancement of T" in terms of conventional proximity effectmodels.

6.4 Conclusions

Superconductivity in TdGe multilaycrs has been shown to display some interesting

features worthy of further investigation. The ability to prepare homogeneous thin layers

of Ta recommend the multilayer system to an investigation of the disorder induced

superconductor - insulator tansition. An initial estimate for the lower bound of the T= 0
sheet resisunce at the critical point is tentatively set at 2500CUtr. By varying the Ge layer

thickness this system can also be used to investigate coupling between quasi two
dimensional layers. Measurements in this study suggest that the transition from coupled

to decoupled layers can be followed in the form of the fluctuation conductivity. We also

see the interesting result that coupling between layers appears to increase 7" above that

seen for the thickest isolated Ta layers.

SGhosh & Douglass, 1977, have investigated a range of sputter deposited TarGel-, alloys and find
ransition t€mperatures lytng in the range 1.8 to 2.5K while Knoedler & Douglass,19'19, measured a
transition temperaure of 1.8 o 2.4K (depending on deposition conditions) for spunered TaGq. rrly'e have
confirmed these results by making a number of thin film TalGe alloys approximately 1000A thick,
preparcd by simulraneously evaporating tantalum and germanium onto itati6riary subsrates in a similar
manner t9 th_a! employed in the fabrication of the multilayers. The resistance of three alloys was
measured and in each case a sharp superconducting ransition was seen in the temperature range 1.5 to
2.5K.
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Chapter Seven

Discussion and Conclusion

This thesis presents the results of an experimental study of elecron conduction
processes in disorderdTa/Ge multilayers. The measurement of the in-plane resistance

alone has revealed behaviour rich with interesting features. In this chapter the most

important results are summarised, and discussed in the light of recont results by other

workers.

We have described a method of fabrication which produces well defined layers even

when the constituent layers are only a few atoms thick, allowing us to proh essentially

trvo dimensional layers as well as thicker bulk-like layers. From our measurements it is
concluded that the Ta layers are either amorphous Ta or ftTu That we cannot distinguish

between the nro possibilities does not impinge on the interpretation of the resistivity, the

only important conclusion in this context being that the Ta layers are disordered. The
interpretation of the resistance relies in most cases on the assumption that the multilayers
can be freated as n isolated layers in parallel. We do not see any effects which cannot be

explained on the basis of this model, except possibly in the cases of the very thinnest Ta
layers (<104). The discussion of the resistance of the multilayers is conveniently divided
into three regions: high and low temperature results and the superconducting transition.
We will discuss each of these regions in turn below.

At high temperatures (100-300K) the resistance of disordered Ta increases as the

temperature is lowered as expected for a high resistivity non-simple disordered metal
from consideration of the Mooij correlation. The high temperature rcsults have been

interpreted in terms of weak localisation theory and information about the governing

Parameter (the phase breaking rale r;l) has been extracted from the data. Measurement

of the resistance as a function of temperature alone is not sufficient to deduce the
magnitude of the phase breaking rate but some conclusions about the temperature
dependence of qr may be made. We find 16-l varies ata.lllta in between a linear and a
quadratic dependence on temperature. A linear dependence is expected for electron-
phonon scattering in the "clean" lirrut (qp6-r < I) while a quadratic dependence is expected
in the "dirty" Limit (qr;r > /). For the samples in this study the mean free path is limited
by ttre interatomic spacing while the inverse phonon wave vector is estimated to be of the
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order of a few angstroms, hence eph- I and the samples are neither in the "clean" nor

"dirtt" limits. It is therefore not unreasonable that the temperature dependence of the

phase breaking rate lies between that expected for elecnon-phonon scattering in the

"clean" and "dirty" limits. Only a handful of snrdies of the high temperature resistivity of
metallic glasses have been quantitatively interpreted in terms of weak localisation theory.

Howson, 1984, studied titanium alloys (Cu5sTi5e and Ti5sBeooZrrc) with room

temperatures resistivities of the order of 200pQ-cm and found the conductivity was

proportional to the squaxe root of the temperature, that is t9 I * f, consistent with "clean"

electron-phonon scatt€ring. Howson & Greig, 1986, find the same behaviour for copper

alloys (CusoZrso and CueHf5o) with a similar room temperatue resistivity. Mitzutani et

al., 1988, discuss a high resistivity AgCuGe a"lloy (p = 500pf,).cm) in terrns of weak

localisation theory and find that a log-log plot of the conductivity as function of
temperature has a slope of slighty less than unity. This implies T0-l * TP where p is

slightly less than 2, most nearly consistent with "dirty" limit electon phonon scattering.

A systematic study of the high temperature resistivity of a variety of disordered glasses is

clearly called for.

The low temperature behaviour of the resistivity is less easily interpreted. We have

shown however, that the form of the resisitivity is a strong function of the Ta layer

thickness reflecting the importance of dimensionality on electon conduction on

disordered materials. For the thinnest Ta layers the resistivity increases at all
temperatures as the temperature is lowered. Below -5K the conductivity decreases

logarithmically, most probably as a result of twodimensional elecuon-electron interaction

effects. At higher temperatues quantum interference effects dominate. As the Ta layer

thickness is increased the logarithmic behaviour below -5K gradually disappears

suggesting that electron-electron interaction effects are becoming weaker as a result of
entering a 3D regime. The decreasing sftength of electon-electron interactions alone

cannot explain the turnover to a negative TCR at about l5-20K seen for thicker Ta layers.

Nor can the tumover in the resistance bc explained in terms of spin-orbit scattering rates

orders of magnitude larger than either predictions. In summary, we have found that
intsraction effects, weak localisation and superconducting fluctuations are all important at

low temperatures in disordered Ta. To interpret the data more quantitatively requires
more information. Measurements to lower temperatures would be useful to determine the

superconducting hansition temperature entering the expressions for superconducting
fluctuations and for electron-electron interaction effects. Magnetoresistance
measurements would also he$ to separate the various contributions to resistivity.

An in-depth study of the superconducting properties of TalGe multilayers lies
beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless a number of interesting features have been

identified, providing a basis for furilrer work in this area. The ability to prep:ue ulna-thin
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homogeneous layers of disordered Ta make the TalGe multilayer system ideal for
studying the disorder-induced superconductor-insulator transition. Measurements to
l.4K place a lower bound of 2500 CUa on the I = 0 sheet resistance at which the

superconductor-insulator transition occurs. Measurements to much lower temperatures

are needed to define this critical resistance more accurately, thereby allowing comparisons

benveen this work and that of other authors. It may then be possible to address the

question of whether the.critical resistance is a universal constant or whether it is material

dependent

The superconductivity of the multilayer structure itself also proved of interest For

samples with rather thick Ge layers, the nansition lies below the lowest temperatures that

were measured in this study. However, reducing the thickness of the intermediate

insulating Ge layers systsmatically raises the tansition tempemture of the multilayers into

the measured temperature region. In addition, we find that the reduction in the Ge layer

thickness changes the form of the fluctuation conductivity above the superconducting

fransition from a two dimensional form to a three dimensional form. We believe these

effects can be explained in terms of the onset of Josephson-like coupling between the Ta

layers. Our data also raise the inriguing possibility that n coupled Ta layers of thickness

ayoffrl! have a higher superconducting transition temperature than a single film with the

same structure but of thickness rqa, a point worthy of furttrer investigation.

Superconductivity in superconductor/insulator multilayer systems has been studied

previously. Ruggiero et aI.1980 & 1982 saw evidence of a transition from isolated two-
dimensional layers to coupled quasi-three-dimensional films in both the form of the

fluctuation conductivity and the upper critical field. Jin et al, 1987, found a systematic

dependence of T"on the Ge layer thickness in MTVGo multilayers and saw 3D-like
behaviour of the upper critical field in a multilayer with 194 thick Ge layers. Steel et al.,

1993, studied the superconducting transition in MoGe/Ge multilayers via the
perpendicular (rather than the in-plane) resistance as a function of both temperatue and

magnetic field and found evidence of interlayer vortex decoupling. None of these studies

discuss the possibility of enhanced superconducting transition t€mperatues as a result of
interlayer coupling. Luby et al, 1992, however find T. = 2.72-4.21K for W/Si
multilayers, whereas the superconducting transition temperature of bulk W is only
0.012K. Similarly Chenadi et al., 1989, found Tc- lK for Au/Si multilayers while
Nakajima et al, 1989, found T"of - 7K in Mo/Si multilayers although T, for bulk Mo is
0.92K and Au is not superconducting at all. These authors attempt to explain their results

in terms of the formation of amorphous metal-silicide phases. The results presented in
this thesis differ from these results in that we have observed a strong dependence of T" on

the germanium layer thickness which would appear to contradict any explanation
involving alloy formation.
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Appendix I

Thermometer Calibration

Cryogenic Calibrations Ltd. define a rhodium-iron reference scale 0.5 - 273K
derived from measurements on a reference rhodium-iron thermometer. The reference

scale tabulates the temperature T in t€rms of Z*,

zR=
R, - Rt.zzzt (r.l)Rztzx - R+.zzzt

where Rr is the resistance of the reference thermometer. Cryogenic Calibrations Ltd. then

define a similar function Z for the Rh-Fe thermometer to be calibrated and list the
resistance R, the temperature I and the deviation from the reference function AZ (wherc

AZ = Zn - Z) for 38 calibration points. The calibration can be used to find the temperature

which corresponds to the measured resistance of the Rh-Fe thermometer by calculating Z
from the measured resistance using the function defined in the calibration, estimating/Z
from a plot of ^dZ versus R drawn from the calibration points, calculating Zp and then

determining the temperature from the reference tables.

By expressing both the reference function and AZ as polynomials, the process of
converting a measurement of the thermometer resistance to a t€mperature can be handled
by computer. The reference function, that is Trf s a function of Zp, may be expressed as

two polynomials - one of lOth order describing the temperatue range above 27K and one

of 1lth order describing temperatures below 27K:

Tref ( 27K,1

rref ) ""J

(rr
I luo"
I n=0

7r"r = 1 ro

I Eu"t"
\n=o

(r.2)
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Below 27K

an

AboveZTK

bn

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

9.0148855

r r.8926r 1

5.6t9332

2.?62668

0.512088

o.rw552

0.288768

-0.208704

-t.22816

4.630528

0.477tU

0.vo992

85.368599

83.147298

45.086034

37.1210/r'

18.012208

8.79496

4.U22?A

0.887168

0.9770?4

4.553984

2.341888

Table I.l Coefficients for evaluating the reference function.

-{

where

[zs(z- 
- o.o2),

x=l2lnzR + 3

LT-'
Tref I

(r.3)

and the calculated coefficients an and bn are as given in Table I.1. The deviation, AZ, of
the thermomet€r from the reference function was fitted o sixth order polynomials in each

of three t€rnp€rafirc ranges. Thus

6

I",,nn,
n=0

6

Io*Rn,
n=0

6

E",,Rn,
n=0

Tref )

27K,.l

27KI

Trcf 127K,

27K<Tref1100K,

l00K STrcr<273K.

The coefEcients cn, dn and en are givcn in Table I.2.

(r.4)
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Below 27K 27 - l00K Above 100K

cn dn on

0 9.4159031x10-3 -t.2028475x10-t -8.8194593x10-3

I - 3.1387560x10-2 1.5313202x10-r 6.1350269x10-3

2 4.5634?n4xt}-2 -8.0825661x10-2 -9.6031471x104

3 - 3.4165411x10-2 2.300&59xLF 7.2t60L02xt0-5

4 L.?it9399lxt0-2 -3.6697466xt0-3 -2.7467274x10a

5 - 2.0tn470xt0'3 3.@07397xt04 42.?.00826x10'E

6 5.7746577xt}-5 -t.Ml20/7xt0-5 -3.646299Lxt0-rr

Table 12. Coefficienc forevaluating Mfor rhodium-iron resistance thermometer (calibra,tion number
18417) using Equation I.4.

Using this method of computing the temperature from the resistance of the

rhodium-iron thermometer used in this study, ttre Cryogenics Calibrations Ltd. calibration

can be reproduced to within 3mK below 27K, within 5mK from 27Kto 100K and within
7mK from l00K to 273K.
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Appendix II

Current Controller

The circuit diagams for the curcnt confioller discussed in Section 4.4 arc shown in
Figures tr.l - II.3. The controller is connected between the printer port of the computer

and the printer itself. A manual switch allows the controller to be by-passed during
printing. When the controller is operative, information sent to the printer port is not
printed. Inslead it is used to set the direction of the current through the samples and to
turn the cunent on and off. A constant crurent source supplies a current /;n to the

controller. The state of the output crurent Io6, relabve to frr, is determined by the most

recent signal sent to the printer porr Effectively, the controller examines the last two bits

of a binary signal and sets internal switches connecting the input current to the output

leads accordingly. The last bit determines whether the curent is on or off. If the last bit
is I (that is, HIGH) the current is on, otherwise the current is off (last bit 0 or LOW).
The second to last bit determines the direction of the crurent. If the second to last bit is I
(that is, HIGH) the current is reversed, otherwise the output current is in the same

direction as the input (last bit 0 or LOW). Thus a "0" (binary 00) sent to the printer port
setslorr = 0, a "1" (binary 01) sets low=I;nand "3" (binary 1l) sets lout= -ftn. LEDs

indicate the status of the current. The controller requires an external power supply of
+5V DC.

The circuit was designed and built by Bob Halford and Grant Parratt of the Physics

Deparunent Elecfi onics Workshop.
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Appendix Itr

Probability of Self-Intersection in a
Random Walk

There is a finite probability that during a time t, a diffusing particle will revisit some

position in space (that is, a finite probability of seU-intersection in a random walk). If the
particle can be described as a wave with wavelength l, and velocityu then the volume

swept out in time d/'is of the order of u .l,2.dr'. If R(t ) is the displacement from the

origrn as a function of time then the root moan squile diqplacement R n s is

([.l)

and the particle moves within a sphere of volume of the order of {- , - (Dt )ttz. The

probability that the diffusing particle will revisit some point in space during a time r is
therefore

t

Rrms = fngr6,
d

= (6Dt)ttz

I

lu.L2.dt'
Pserf-intersection - 

)W
0

(trr.2)
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Appendix IV

Variation in Potential at a TalGe Interface

The variation in potential across a contact between a metal and an extrinsic

semiconductor is the familiar problem from elecronics of a Schot&y barrierl. The usual

solution is to calculate the potential V(x), where x is measured perpendicular to the

interface, from the known charge disribution p(x) via Poisson's equation;

-y2v = -ry =4tP(x)dxt €
(Iv.l)

This is ttre method we shall adopt here, although the solution turns out to be different to
that for a Schottky barrier owing to the difference between the density of states in

amorphous Ge and that in extrinsic semiconductors. For simplicity we shall consider an

abrupt infinite planar TalGe interfacc. We shall assume that the Ta and Ge layers are

infinitely thick and that bulk behaviour prevails far from the interface. Before any

progress can be made a qualitative picture of the density of states in amorphous Ge must

be chosen. We use that given by Mott & Davis2 (see Figure tV.la) with the additional

simplification that gap statos due to dangling bonds can be represented by rwo delta

functions, one above and one below the Fermi energy. A representation of the electronic
structure of isolated Ge with delta function dangling bond states is shown in Figure tV.lb
together with a simple representation for Ta.

When the amorphous Ge layer is brought into contact with the Ta layer there will be

a redistribution of charge until the Fermi energies on either side of the interface are level.

The band bending effects this gives rise to are illustrated in Figure IV.lc. Four regions
can be identified. In region l, that is x >.r2, the behaviour is characteristic of isolated

amorphous Ge. There is no excess charge and the potential is constanl As the interface

is approached band bending causes dangling bond states to lie below the Fermi level.
Thus in region 2, that is x1 < x < x1 the charge density is constant and given by the

lSee fq example, Jaros, 1989.

2Mott & Davis, 1971.
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(a) D(e)

(b)

--.,\r--

(c)

Figure IV.l (a) Density of states of amorphous Ge given by Mott & Davis, 1971. O) Band diagram for
isolarcd Ta and Ge - energies are given relative to the vacuum. (c) Equilibrium band diagram for TalGe
int€rhce.
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density of dangling bonds, p6, multiplied by the charge of an electon, -e. At.r1 the

conduction band edge e" dips below the Fermi level ep and electrons from the Ta layer

spill across the interface, filling the conduction band to an onergy 6e(r) above the

conduction band edge er. This extra chiuge dens$ is given by

0v.2)

where g"(e) is the conduction band density of states. Provided 6e(r) is small the density

of states may be approximated by

p"(x) =-rle"+sett) g"(e) de

3t2
m_

g"(e) =i 12le-e"l
hrf|z

where n"3 is the determinant of the conduction band effective mass tensor. We may
relate 6e(x) to the potential V(x) relative to the potential atx =o" and the band gap E, as

6e(r)=t-e"=e-8F+ tr,-0"=-V(x). (IV.4)

By substituting Equation (tV.3) into (IV.2), performing the integration and then
simplifying using (IV.4) we find

_"dt,
p.@) =# (ztev1x1 + zust)3n .

Any potential gradients in the Ta layer (region 4, x lxo) will be negligible due to

the high elecEon density (- 3xl0u cm-3). Thus Poisson's equation for the case under
considerad.on is given by

0,

4re

- 
Pa,

€

qne (

- 
lPa€t

0,

X)X2,

X1<.X1XZ,

0<.r(rr,

x<0.

(rv.3)

l-,
V"(x) =

. 
#(ztevlx'1 

+ zl;yn)
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For x 7 x2 and, r ( 0, i.e. regions | & 4, V(r) is constant. Since we have chosen to

measure potential relative to the potential in region I we take V1(x) = 0 and Va(x) =l/"
where Ir" is the contact potential between Ta and Ge (see Figure fv.lb). In region 2,

integration yields a quadratic form for the potential Vz@). Requiring Vz@) and its

derivative to be continuous at12 givesV2(x) explicitly as

v'r,)=ryQ -'r)'

(rv.7)

The distanc e (xz -.r1) can be found by noting that V 2g) = E Ef2e at .rl. Hence

(xz- xr)z =ffi
To find the potential in region 3, that is xq < x K xl,requires the solution of a non-linear

differential equation (refer to Equation IV.5). This has been done numerically using a

fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.3 The values used to calculate the potential shown in
Figure lY.2 we given in the figure caption. The distance x1 Q 3.14) is relatively
insensitive to pd but it does depend on the choice of Er. For example, choosing Ee =
0.4eV increases.rl to -4.54. The choice of the contact potential I/" is also important.

For 7" . iEr, region 3 does not exist (or equivalently x1 = 0) while Va = 2Y implies thar

x1 lies between 3 and 6A depending on the choice of Er. The true value for 7" is very

difficult to estimate since it will depend critically on the nature of the interfaces which are

not well characterised.

It should be stessed that this is not a rigorous calculation. Firstly, the calculated

potential varies very rapidly on an interatomic scale. Consequently the use of a

macroscopic Poisson's equation is of questionable validity. Secondly, the model used

for the density of states of amorphous Ge is a convenient simplification only. Particularly

houblesome is the assumption that g"(e) * affir"r values of e-eo up to several tenths

of an eV when the expected range of validity is of the order of a few meV. Furthermore,

the localised nanre of the dangling bond states has been ignored.

Up to now it has been assumed thatV" is positive and electrons from the Ta layer
penetrale a distance x1 into the Ge layer. It is conceivable that yc is negative. In this

3see for example Bronson, 1973.
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Figure IV.2 The potential variation in an Ge layer with a Ta interfac e at x = 0 calculated using the
following numerical values: e = 16eo, mc= 0.22me, Eg = 0.6eV, pa = 1x1019cm-3, V" = IVJ

case, the region 0 < r < .f,1'roprosents a depletion layer of width xl >> xr.S

We now turn to the question of how the potential variation near the interfaces
affects conduction in the multilayers. Provided the Ge layers are sufficiently thick (i.e.
ace ) ?*tz) the multilayers can be considered as a series of discrete layers. If y" < +Es

then the variation in potential will be due exclusively to dangling bond states lying above

the Fermi level. Since these are localised states, they are not expecled to contribute
significantly to the conductivity of the multilayers. tV"tlE, then there is a space

4We take the crystalline values for e and mc. Theenergy gap Ee is that given by Moa & Davis, l97l
for a room temperature deposited filrn. The dangling bond density is taken from Buckley,lg7g.

SThe carriers available for transfer o the Ta layer will be those caniers in the conduction band of Ge. The
conduction band will be filled according to Fermi - Dirac statistics to a level of the order of lmeV at
300K. firis is much less than the level to which electrons &om the Ta layer spill over into the
conduction band of Ge (-0.7eV) for a positive value of the conracr potential. fhirs pjx) wilt be several
orders of magnitude smaller in the case of a negative contact potential, and hence V(.r) will be a more
slowly varying function of .r. As a result the width of the depletion layer x1' will be greater than the
width of the charged layer x1 seen in the case previously examined-

# 0.6

..3 0.4a

l0
x lA

1
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charge region near the interface which may be highly conducting. Using the values given

in Figue IV.2 the charge density in this region is no greater than 102rcm-3: ilree orders

of magninrde less than that in the Ta layer. Hence the effect on the conductivity is

expected to be small.

It is concluded that the effect on the conductivity of preparing disordered Ta as a

multilayer rather than an isolated layer is probably negligible although they may need to

be taken into consideration when the Ta and Ge layers are extremely thin.
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